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ABSTRACT
We present extensive datasets for a class of intermediate-luminosity optical transients known as “luminous red novae” (LRNe). These transients
show double-peaked light curves, with a first rapid luminosity rise to a blue peak (at −13 to −15 mag), which is followed by a longer-duration red
peak, that sometimes is attenuated resembling a plateau. The progenitors of three of them (NGC4490-2011OT1, M101-2015OT1 and SNhunt248),
likely intermediate-mass yellow supergiants, were also observed in a pre-eruptive stage, when their luminosity was slowly increasing. Early spectra,
obtained during the first peak, show a blue continuum with superposed prominent narrow Balmer lines, with P Cygni profiles. Lines of Fe II are
also clearly detected, mostly in emission. During the second peak, the spectral continuum becomes much redder, Hα is barely detected, and a forest
of narrow metal lines is observed in absorption. Very late-time spectra (∼6 months after blue peak) show an extremely red spectral continuum,
peaking in the infrared domain. Hα is detected in pure emission at such late phases, along with broad absorption bands due to molecular overtones
(TiO, VO). We discuss a few alternative scenarios for LRNe. Although major instabilities of single massive stars cannot be definitely ruled out,
we favour a binary system scenario, with a common envelope ejection possibly ending with a final merging event. The similarity between LRNe
and the outburst observed a few months before the explosion of the Type IIn SN 2011ht is also discussed.
Key words. binaries: close – stars: winds, outflows – stars: massive – supernovae: individual: PSN J12304185+4137498,
PSN J10523453+2256052, PSN J23011153+1243218, PSN J14021678+5426205, SN 1997bs, AT 2017jfs, SNhunt248, SN 2011ht
1. Introduction
A growing number of transients were discovered in the past few
years showing intrinsic luminosities intermediate between those
of classical novae and traditional supernova (SN) types. These
objects are labelled as “Intermediate-Luminosity Optical Tran-
sients” (e.g. Berger et al. 2009; Soker & Kashi 2012) or “gap
transients” (Kasliwal 2012; Pastorello & Fraser 2019). Although
some gap transients can be genuine albeit weak SN explosions
(see discussions in Horiuchi et al. 2011; Kochanek 2012, and
references therein), most of them are non-terminal instabilities of
massive stars that are approaching the final stages of their life,
or even outbursts due to binary interaction. We have observed
super-Eddington eruptions of massive Luminous Blue Variable
(LBV) stars, but also LBV-like eruptions of moderate-mass stars
(see e.g. Humphreys & Davidson 1994; Smith et al. 2011, for re-
views on this subject). In both cases, these transients may mimic
the spectro-photometric evolution of weak Type IIn supernovae
(SNe) and, for this reason, they frequently gained SN designa-
tions. As they have not undergone core-collapse and destruction,
they are labelled as “SN impostors” (Van Dyk et al. 2000).
We are observing an increasing variety of SN impostors:
some of them have a single-peaked (SN-like) light curve (e.g.
SN 2007sv and PSN J09132750+7627410; Tartaglia et al. 2015,
2016); others experience a very slow evolution to maximum
light lasting years to decades (UGC 2773-2009OT1, Smith et al.
⋆ E-mail: andrea.pastorello@inaf.it
⋆⋆ Deceased 7 March, 2019
2015); finally, an erratic photometric variability is observed
for many years in other cases, ranging from the relatively
faint SN 2002kg (MR ≈ −10 mag, Weis & Bomans 2005;
Maund et al. 2006) to the much more luminous SN 2000ch
(MR ≈ −13 mag; Wagner et al. 2004; Pastorello et al. 2010) and
the 2009-2012 outbursts of SN 2009ip (with MR occasionally
exceeding −14 mag, Pastorello et al. 2013).
Recent publications analysed a few gap transients brighter
than MV ∼ −13 mag, and characterized by double or
even triple-peaked light curves. From their photometric evo-
lution, they are reminiscent of eruptive variables such as
V1309 Sco (Mason et al. 2010; Tylenda et al. 2011), V838 Mon
(Munari et al. 2002; Bond et al. 2003), V4332 Sgr (Martini et al.
1999), M31RV (Bond et al. 2003; Boschi & Munari 2004),
OGLE-2002-BLG-360 (Tylenda et al. 2013) and M31-2015OT1
(Kurtenkov et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2015). These events, typ-
ically fainter than MV ∼ −10 mag, are collectively dubbed
“red novae” (RNe).1 They are thought to be the observational
outcome of stellar coalescences (e.g., Kochanek et al. 2014;
Pejcha 2014). However, some objects are much more luminous
than RNe: SHhunt248 (Mauerhan et al. 2015; Kankare et al.
2015), M101-2015OT1 (Blagorodnova et al. 2017), NGC4490-
2012OT1 (Smith et al. 2016) and SN 2017jfs (Pastorello et al.
2019). They have been proposed to be scaled-up versions of
RNe, hence are labelled “luminous red novae” (LRNe). LRNe
1 Although the acronym RNe is frequently used for “Recurrent No-
vae”, it will be adopted in this paper for discriminating Red Novae from
their more luminous extra-galactic counterparts.
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have been proposed to result from merging events involving
massive binaries (Smith et al. 2016; Mauerhan et al. 2018).
Only a handful of appealing merger candidates from non-
degenerate stars have been discovered so far (MacLeod et al.
2018, and references therein), and ongoing searches for putative
future stellar mergers are in progress (e.g., Pietrukowicz et al.
2017). Constraining the physical and observational parame-
ters of these rare objects and constructing templates is an es-
sential task, also accounting for the expected burst of new
discoveries with the next generation of optical and infrared
instruments, such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST Science Collaboration 2009) and the Wide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST; Spergel et al. 2015).
In this paper, we will analyse an extended sample of LRNe.
For a few objects (NGC4490-2011OT1, NGC3437-2011OT1
and UGC12307-2013OT1), we will provide the most estensive
sets of data available in the literature. We also include M101-
2015OT1 (Blagorodnova et al. 2017; Goranskij et al. 2016) and
SNhunt248 (Mauerhan et al. 2015; Kankare et al. 2015) in our
sample. For both of them, we will provide new photometricmea-
surements that complement the existing datasets. We will also
discuss the case of SN 1997bs (Van Dyk et al. 2000). This object
is usually interpreted as an LBV outburst, but possibly shares
some similarity with LRNe (see Sect. 3.1). While we are aware
that the nature of some objects discussed in this paper is still
debated (e.g. SN 1997bs, M85-2006OT1, SN 2011ht), our main
goal is to provide observational criteria to constrain the LRN
class. On the basis of these arguments, we will try to link or un-
link controversial cases to this family of transients.
2. The sample
The discovery of NGC4490-2011OT1 (also known as PSN
J12304185+4137498) was announced by Cortini & Antonellini
(2011). The discovery epoch is 2011 August 16.83 UT.2 The
coordinates of the object are: α = 12h30m41s.84 and δ =
+41◦37′49′′.7 (equinox J2000.0), which is 57′′ east and 37′′
south of the centre of NGC 4490 (Fig. 1, top-left panel).
This galaxy, classified as type SBcd by Hyperleda,3 belongs
to an interacting pair with NGC 4485 known as Arp 260.
NGC 4490 also hosted the peculiar type II-P SN 1982F (likely
similar to SN 1987A, see Tsvetkov 1988; Pastorello et al.
2012) and the Type IIb SN 2008ax (Pastorello et al. 2008;
Tsvetkov et al. 2009; Roming et al. 2009; Taubenberger et al.
2011b; Chornock et al. 2011).
Soon after the discovery of NGC4490-2011OT1, Magill et al.
(2011) spectroscopically classified it as an SN impostor.
Fraser et al. (2011) analysed pre-SN HST archival images, and
found a candidate progenitor with an absolute magnitude of
F606W = −6.2 mag (neglecting possible reddening correc-
tions), which is fainter than the expected luminosity of a mas-
sive LBV. More recently, Smith et al. (2016) provided follow-up
data of NGC4490-2011OT1, along with a revised discussion on
the candidate progenitor, concluding that the latter was likely an
intermediate-mass yellow supergiant or (adopting a higher red-
dening correction) a moderate luminosity LBV. In agreement
with Pastorello et al. (2008) and Smith et al. (2016), we will
adopt d = 9.6 Mpc (hence, distance modulus µ = 29.91 ± 0.29
mag) as the distance to NGC 4490, which is the average value
of several estimates obtained with different methods and avail-
2 UT dates will be used throughout this paper.
3 http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
able in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)4. The
Galactic reddening, provided by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011),
is E(B−V) = 0.02 mag, while the host galaxy extinction is more
uncertain. As remarked by Smith et al. (2016), the total extinc-
tion may vary from AV = 0 to AV = 2 mag. In this paper, follow-
ing Smith et al. (2016), we will adopt for NGC4490-2011OT1
their most likely value, E(B − V) = 0.32 mag. Multi-epoch im-
ages of the site of NGC4490-2011OT1 are shown in Fig. 2.
NGC3437-2011OT1 (also named PSN J10523453+2256052
and SNhunt31) is a discovery of the Catalina Real-time Transient
Survey (CRTS),5 made on 2011 January 10.41 (Howerton et al.
2011). The object has coordinates α = 10h52m34s.53 and
δ = +22◦56′05′′.2 (equinox J2000.0), and is located 16′′ west
and 2′′ north of the center of the SABc-type host galaxy
NGC 3437 (Fig. 1, top-right panel). That galaxy hosted also the
Type Ic SN 2004bm (Armstrong et al. 2004; Foley et al. 2004).
Independent classifications of NGC3437-2011OT1 as a
SN impostor were provided by Vinko et al. (2011) and
Taubenberger et al. (2011b) on the basis of its faint absolute
magnitude and the presence of narrow emission lines of H
superposed on a blue spectral continuum. Weak Fe II emis-
sion lines were also detected by Taubenberger et al. (2011b).
Adopting the HyperLeda recessional velocity corrected for the
Local Group infall onto the Virgo Cluster (vVir = 1351 km s−1),
and a standard cosmology (with Hubble Constant H0 = 73
km s−1 Mpc−1, with ΩΛ = 0.73 and ΩM = 0.27), we obtain
a luminosity distance d = 18.6 Mpc, hence µ = 31.35 ± 0.15
mag. We note, however, that the above distance is significantly
lower than that inferred using other methods (e.g. Tully-Fisher
and sosie galaxies, reported by NED), which in fact provide a
median d = 23.9 Mpc (µ = 31.89 ± 0.24 mag). In this paper,
we will adopt the recent Tully-Fisher estimate corrected for
selection biases of Sorce et al. (2014) and scaled to H0 = 73 km
s−1 Mpc−1, i.e. d = 20.9 Mpc (µ = 31.60 ± 0.43 mag). As there
is no evidence for significant host galaxy dust absorption from
the spectra, a total reddening E(B − V) = 0.02 mag is assumed
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
UGC12307-2013OT1 (PSN J23011153+1243218) was dis-
covered on 2013 July 17.06 by F. Ciabattari, E. Mazzoni and
S. Donati of the Italian Supernova Search Project (ISSP).6 In-
formation on the discovery was posted on the “Transient Ob-
ject Followup Reports” pages of the Central Bureau for As-
tronomical telegrams (CBAT). The transient was observed in
the irregular galaxy UGC 12307, at the following coordinates:
α = 23h01m11s.53 and δ = +12◦43′21′′.8 (equinox J2000.0). The
object’s position is 6′′ east of the nucleus of the host galaxy
(Fig. 1, middle-left panel). The unfiltered discovery magnitude
was about 18.3 mag. From the HyperLeda Virgo-corrected re-
cessional velocity (vVir = 2881 km s−1), we obtain a luminosity
distance d = 39.7Mpc, hence µ = 32.99±0.15mag. UGC12307-
2013OT1 is significantly affected by line-of-sight Galactic red-
dening, which is E(B − V) = 0.22 mag according to the tabu-
lated values of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). There is no clear
evidence of additional host galaxy reddening in the spectra of
the transient.
For completeness, in this paper we will discuss three ad-
ditional LRNe whose data are available in the literature: SN
4 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
5 http://crts.caltech.edu/; CRTS data can be obtained using
the CRTS Data Release 3 (CSDR3) web service interface:
http://crts.iucaa.in/CRTS/.
6 http://italiansupernovae.org/
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Fig. 1. Top-left: NGC4490-2011OT1 in its host galaxy. R-band image obtained on 2012 March 24 with the 2.2m telescope of the Calar Alto
Observatory, equipped with CAFOS. Top-right: NGC3437-2011OT1 and its host galaxy. R-band image obtained on 2011 January 15 with the
2.2m telescope of the Calar Alto Observatory, with CAFOS. A blow-up showing the transient is in the upper-left inset. Middle-left: UGC12307-
2013OT1 and its host galaxy. R-band image obtained on 2013 October 11 with the 3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo, equipped with LRS. A
blow-up with the transient is shown in the upper-left inset. Middle-right: SN 1997bs in NGC 3627. R-band image obtained on 1997 April 27
with the 0.91m Dutch Telescope at ESO - La Silla. Bottom-left: M101-2015OT1 in the outskirts of its host galaxy. Sloan-r band image obtained
on 2015 February 18 with the 1.82m Asiago Copernico Telescope plus AFOSC. Bottom-right: SNhunt248 in NGC 5806. AFOSC image in the
Sloan-r band obtained on 2014 July 18.
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Fig. 2. R-band images of the location of NGC4490-2011OT1 at six representative epochs. The field of view is 1.5′.
1997bs7 (averaging different Cepheid distance estimates avail-
able in NED yields d = 9.20 Mpc, hence µ = 29.82 ± 0.07
mag; adopted extinction E(B − V) = 0.21 mag; Van Dyk et al.
2000, see Fig. 1, middle-right panel); M101-2015OT1 (a.k.a.
PSN J14021678+5426205; from the Cepheid distance d = 6.43
Mpc, µ = 29.04± 0.19mag; adopted extinction E(B−V) = 0.01
mag; Shappee & Stanek 2011; Blagorodnova et al. 2017, Fig. 1,
bottom-left panel); and SNhunt2488 (PSN J14595947+0154262;
from the Tully-Fisher distance d = 22.50 Mpc, we obtain µ =
31.76 ± 0.36 mag; adopted extinction E(B − V) = 0.04 mag;
Tully et al. 2009; Kankare et al. 2015; Mauerhan et al. 2015,
Fig. 1, bottom-right panel). For all of them, we also present pre-
viously unpublished photometric data. A table with a summary
of the host galaxy parameters for LRNe is given in Sect. 5.2.
Some similarity with LRNe can also be found with the
2010 outburst observed in UGC 5460 (Fraser et al. 2013, here-
after, UGC5460-2010OT1). Such a faint transient was followed
a few months later by the explosion of the Type IIn SN 2011ht
(Roming et al. 2012; Humphreys et al. 2012; Mauerhan et al.
2013). The implications will be discussed in Sect. 5.4.
3. Photometric data
The light curves presented in this paper were obtained through
follow-up campaigns started after the discovery announcements
of each transient, but were also complemented by unfiltered data
collected from amateur astronomers, scaled to the best match-
ing broadband photometry according to the quantum efficiency
curves of the CCDs used in these observations. Additional his-
torical data were collected through the analysis of images avail-
7 M66-1997OT1, according to the naming code adopted in this paper.
8 This object should be named as NGC5806-2014OT1, adopting the
naming code of this paper. However, we will maintain the SNhunt des-
ignation for this object, in agreement with other published papers.
able in the public archives. Basic information on the instrumental
configurations used in the monitoring campaigns are listed in the
footnotes of photometry Tables 4 to 9.
Photometric images were first processed by applying over-
scan, bias and flat-field corrections, using specific tasks in the
IRAF9 environment.Multiple exposures were median-combined
to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. The source instrumen-
tal magnitudes and their subsequent photometric calibrations
were measured using a dedicated pipeline (SNOoPY, Cappellaro
2014). The magnitudes of individual ILOTs were obtained
through the point spread function (PSF) fitting technique. The
procedure allows us to subtract the sky background using a low-
order polynomial fit (which - in most cases - was a second-order
polynomial). A PSF template was computed using the profiles of
a limited number (5 to 10) of isolated stars in the field of the tran-
sient. The fitted object is then removed from the original frames,
and the residuals at the location of the object are inspected to
validate the fit.
For images obtained with Johnson-Cousins filters, the pho-
tometric calibration of instrumental data was based on zero-
points and colour terms obtained through observations of stan-
dard photometric fields from the Landolt (1992) catalogue per-
formed in photometric nights. When Landolt standards were not
available (or the observations of the LRNe were taken in poor
transparency conditions), archival instrumental zeropoints and
colour terms were used. In order to improve the photometric cal-
ibration, we fixed a secondary sequence of stars in the fields of
the LRNe. In most cases, photometric sequences were already
available in the literature.10 When not available in the litera-
ture, Johnson-Cousins magnitudes of secondary sequence stars
9 http://iraf.noao.edu/
10 We used reference star magnitudes available in the literature for the
following objects: SN 1997bs (from Van Dyk et al. 2000), NGC4490-
2011OT1 (from Taubenberger et al. 2011a), SNhunt248 (from
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were derived from broadband Sloan magnitudes released by the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)11, following the prescriptions
of Chronis & Gaskell (2008). These reference stars enabled us
to compute zeropoint corrections for each night, to improve the
photometric calibration. The Sloan-band photometry of M101-
2015OT1 was directly calibrated using the SDSS catalogue.
Photometric errors were computed through artificial star ex-
periments, by placing fake stars of known magnitude near the
position of the LRNe, and measuring their magnitudes via PSF-
fitting photometry. The dispersion of individual artificial star
measurements was combined in quadrature with the PSF-fit and
the zeropoint calibration errors, giving the final uncertainty of
the photometric data. The resulting magnitudes of the transients
considered in this paper are given in Appendix (Tables 4 to 9).
3.1. Individual light curves
The multi-band light curves of the six objects are shown in Fig.
3. For most transients, stringent limits obtained before the first
detection are not available, and this affects our accuracy in dat-
ing the outbursts. The main parameters of the light curves, esti-
mated through low-order polynomial fits, are listed in Table 1.
For comparison, we have also included the parameters for the
well-monitored LRN AT 2017jf (Pastorello et al. 2019).
The object most extensively followed is NGC4490-
2011OT1. It was discovered during the fast rise to the first peak,
reached on Julian Day (JD) = 2455798.2 ± 0.9. At this epoch,
V = 16.55 ± 0.05 mag, while the colours are B − V ≈ 0.35
mag, V − I ≈ 0.5 mag and R − I ≈ 0.23 mag. The host galaxy
reddening contribution is likely significant but very uncertain, as
discussed by Smith et al. (2016), and only the reddening correc-
tion due to the Milky Way dust is applied to the colours esti-
mated in this section. For about one month after this early max-
imum, the light curve declines in all bands, reaching a mini-
mum at V = 18.05 ± 0.22 mag (V − R ≈ 0.4 mag) on JD =
2455830.3. Then, the luminosity rises again to a second max-
imum, reached on JD = 2455937.7 ± 3.2 (i.e. about 140 d af-
ter the first V-band peak). The magnitude at the second peak is
V = 16.36 ± 0.01 mag, with the following observed colours:
B − V ≈ 1.15 mag, V − I ≈ 1.1 mag and R − I ≈ 0.5 mag.
Hence, the spectral energy distribution (SED) at the first maxi-
mum peaks at shorter wavelengths than at the second maximum.
Hereafter, we will label the first and the second peaks as blue and
red peaks, respectively. After the red peak, the light curves de-
cline almost linearly in all bands. We monitored the luminosity
decline for further ∼4 months, and the object became even red-
der: on JD = 2456048.6,V = 23.35±0.28mag, V − I = 3.2±0.3
mag and R − I = 1.7 ± 0.1 mag. In our last detection (JD =
2456071.5, i.e. 272 d after the blue peak), the object has a mag-
nitude R = 22.53±0.23mag, and R− I = 1.6±0.3 mag. The red
colours of NGC4490-2011OT1 at late times along with spec-
troscopic clues (see Sect. 4.1) suggest that some circumstellar
dust is forming. We note that in our latest detection, NGC4490-
2011OT1 is still about 1 mag brighter than the progenitor’s de-
tection reported by Fraser et al. (2011) and Smith et al. (2016).
In fact, the object was detected by Smith et al. (2016) with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) at even later stages. On JD =
2456595.7 (over two years after the blue peak), the object has
magnitude F555W (nearly V) = 25.33 ± 0.05 mag, and the fol-
lowing approximate colours: F438W −F555W (nearly B−V) =
Kankare et al. 2015) and M101-2015OT1 (from Blagorodnova et al.
2017).
11 http://sdss.org
0.1 ± 0.1 mag and F555W − F814W (∼ V − I) = 1.9 ± 0.1 mag.
This very late source is fainter than our latest detection, but the
colours are bluer than soon after the red peak. This suggests that
additional sources are powering the luminosity of NGC4490-
2011OT1 at very late phases in the Smith et al. images, possi-
bly radiation from shell-shell collisions or light echoes. Inciden-
tally, light echoes were observed after the eruption of V838 Mon
(Munari et al. 2002; Goranskij et al. 2002; Kimeswenger et al.
2002; Crause et al. 2003). We will discuss the implications of
this analogy with V838 Mon in Sect. 5.2.
The photometric evolution of NGC3437-2011OT1 is similar
to that of NGC4490-2011OT1. The reference parameters of the
blue peak light curve of NGC3437-2011OT1 reported in Table 1
are those of the earliest multi-band observation. In fact, we as-
sume the object reaches the blue peak on JD = 2455574.7, with
V = 18.60 ± 0.21 mag, B − V ≈ 0.5 mag, V − I ≈ 1.1 mag and
R − I ≈ 0.4 mag. After peak, a luminosity decline is observed,
lasting 24 d, when a local minimum is found at V = 19.20±0.33
mag. Later on, the object experiences another luminosity rise to
a red maximum, reached on JD = 2455671.6 (i.e., 97 days af-
ter the blue peak) in the V band. We note that the time interval
between the two V-band peaks in NGC3437-2011OT1 is shorter
than that observed in NGC4490-2011OT1 (97 d vs. 140 d). At
the red peak, the apparent magnitudes are V = 18.33±0.02mag,
with B − V ≈ 1 mag, V − I ≈ 1.3 mag and R − I ≈ 0.8 mag.
After peak, the luminosity declines and in one of our latest de-
tections (on JD = 2455738.5) it has the following V-band mag-
nitude and colours: V = 19.97± 0.12 mag, B−V ≈ V − I ≈ 1.85
(±0.2 mag), and R − I = 0.8 ± 0.2 mag. Similar to NGC4490-
2011OT1, the peak of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of
NGC3437-2011OT1 at late phases shifts to longer wavelengths.
The red colour of UGC12307-2013OT1 at discovery sug-
gests that this object was already at late phases. The rise time
to maximum is slow (as inferred from the two earliest CRTS
detections), and is slower than the post-peak decline. On the ba-
sis of these photometric considerations along with the striking
similarity of the first UGC12307-2013OT1 spectrum with those
of the other transients discussed in this paper obtained during
the red maximum (see Sect. 4.1), we propose that UGC12307-
2013OT1 was discovered after the blue peak, during the rise to
the red maximum. The peak is reached on JD = 2456481.9± 9.0
in the V band. The earliest multi-band data were obtained on
JD = 2456508.5 (hence, almost four weeks after the red max-
imum), with V = 19.34 ± 0.06 mag. At this epoch, we mea-
sure the following colours, corrected for Galactic reddening:
V − I = 0.9 ± 0.1 mag and R − I = 0.3 ± 0.1 mag. The earli-
est epoch with B band information is three days later, when the
B − V colour is 1.6 ± 0.6 mag. Then, a decline is observed in
all bands, and last detection is reported on JD = 2456625.3, with
the following magnitudes and colours: V = 23.66 ± 0.35 mag,
B−V = 1.6±0.4 mag, V− I = 1.3±0.4 mag and R− I = 0.6±0.3
mag. Hence, also this object becomes redder with time. As we
will see in Sect. 4.1, there is spectroscopic evidence for molecu-
lar band formation, which suggests possible dust condensation.
Nonetheless, all broadband light curves show a flattening at over
90 days after the red peak, which is the opposite than what ex-
pected when dust is forming.
We also observed SN 1997bs at three epochs, two around the
blue peak and one at late phase. Our early photometry does not
add significant information to that published by Van Dyk et al.
(2000). If we account for a total reddening of E(B − V) = 0.21
mag for SN 1997bs (in agreement with Van Dyk et al.), we ob-
tain the following colours at the blue peak: B − V ≈ 0.35 mag,
V−I ≈ 0.4mag and R−I ≈ 0.25mag. Then the object declined to
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Fig. 3. Multi-band light curves of NGC4490-2011OT1 (top-left), NGC3437-2011OT1 (top-right), UGC12307-2013OT1 (middle-left), SN 1997bs
(middle-right), M101-2015OT1 (bottom-left) and SNhunt248 (bottom-right). Empty symbols in the SN 1997bs, M101-2015OT1 and SNhunt248
light curves are data from the literature (see text). Only the most significant detection limits are shown. All data are calibrated in the Vega system.
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Table 1. Light curve parameters for the six LRNe discussed in this paper. We report the JD epochs and the magnitudes of the first (blue) peak in
columns 2 and 3, those for the second (red) maximum in columns 4 and 5, the time span between the two peaks in the different bands in column
6, and the magnitude difference between the blue and red peaks in column 7. The data of AT 2019jfs (Pastorello et al. 2019) are also reported (the
Sloan-band peak magnitudes are in the AB system).
Filter JD blue max Mag blue max JD red max Mag red max ∆d ∆mag (blue-red)
NGC4490-2011OT1
B 2455798.7 ± 0.6 16.92 ± 0.01 2455930.6 ± 3.5 17.50 ± 0.01 131.9 ± 3.6 −0.58 ± 0.01
V 2455798.2 ± 0.9 16.55 ± 0.05 2455937.7 ± 3.2 16.36 ± 0.01 139.5 ± 3.3 +0.19 ± 0.05
R 2455798.8 ± 0.6 16.29 ± 0.03 2455941.3 ± 3.0 15.76 ± 0.01 142.5 ± 3.1 +0.53 ± 0.03
I 2455799.0 ± 1.0 16.04 ± 0.04 2455941.5 ± 2.7 15.27 ± 0.01 142.5 ± 2.9 +0.77 ± 0.04
NGC3437-2011OT1
B ∼ 2455574.7 19.10 ± 0.24 2455665.9 ± 14.2 19.32 ± 0.10 ∼ 91.2 ∼ −0.22
V ∼ 2455574.7 18.60 ± 0.21 2455671.6 ± 3.6 18.33 ± 0.02 ∼ 96.7 ∼ +0.27
R ∼ 2455574.7 17.94 ± 0.02 2455675.3 ± 6.2 17.76 ± 0.03 ∼ 100.6 ∼ +0.18
I ∼ 2455574.7 17.53 ± 0.02 2455686.0 ± 9.5 17.00 ± 0.04 ∼ 111.3 ∼ +0.53
UGC12307-2013OT1
V – – 2456481.6 ± 8.0 18.64 ± 0.39 – –
R – – 2456481.9 ± 5.2 18.18 ± 0.10 – –
I – – 2456499.4 ± 8.2 17.93 ± 0.11 – –
SN 1997bs
B 2450559.3 ± 1.7 17.70 ± 0.06 – – – –
V 2450560.5 ± 2.4 17.13 ± 0.06 – – – –
R 2450562.1 ± 2.7 16.82 ± 0.03 – – – –
I 2450562.4 ± 2.4 16.44 ± 0.03 – – – –
M101-2015OT1
B – – 2457065.5 ± 5.2 18.84 ± 0.05 – –
V ∼ 2456972.5 ∼ 16.36 2457070.8 ± 5.8 17.61 ± 0.03 ∼ 98.3 ∼ −1.25
R ∼ 2456972.5 ∼ 16.36 2457071.4 ± 6.5 16.74 ± 0.05 ∼ 98.9 ∼ −0.38
SNhunt248
B 2456828.5 ± 2.2 17.33 ± 0.01 2456897.4 ± 2.6 18.59 ± 0.05 68.9 ± 3.4 −1.26 ± 0.05
V 2456827.9 ± 1.7 17.03 ± 0.01 2456904.1 ± 1.8 17.83 ± 0.01 76.2 ± 2.5 −0.80 ± 0.01
R 2456828.1 ± 1.5 16.73 ± 0.01 2456908.2 ± 1.7 17.47 ± 0.01 80.1 ± 2.3 −0.74 ± 0.01
I 2456828.0 ± 1.1 16.66 ± 0.01 2456913.0 ± 1.4 17.12 ± 0.01 85.0 ± 1.8 −0.46 ± 0.01
AT 2017jfs
B < 2458118.8 < 17.96 slow decline > 19.54 – exceeds −1.58
V ∼ 2458113.7 17.34 ± 0.43 2458206.0 ± 10.3 18.43 ± 0.04 ∼ 92.3 −1.09 ± 0.43
g 2458115.3 ± 0.6 17.38 ± 0.03 2458169.5 ± 18.0 19.08 ± 0.02 54.2 ± 18.0 −1.70 ± 0.04
r 2458116.0 ± 1.2 17.04 ± 0.05 2458208.0 ± 12.4 17.67 ± 0.01 92.0 ± 12.5 −0.63 ± 0.05
i < 2458118.8 < 17.46 2458208.2 ± 12.8 17.08 ± 0.02 ∼ 92.2 ∼ +0.38
a sort of plateau (similar to that shown in the B-band light curve
of AT 2017jfs, Pastorello et al. 2019), with reddening-corrected
colours V − I = 1.1 ± 0.1 mag and R − I = 0.5 ± 0.1 mag. Later,
the object disappeared behind the Sun, and was recovered only
five months later. For this reason, we cannot definitely assess
whether this transient is a LRN or another type of gap transient.
However, when recovered from 232 d to 269 d after the blue
peak, the average V − I colour was around 3.2± 0.1 mag. Our R-
band detection limit on JD = 2450816.8 (phase = 262 d) allows
us to constrain the following colours at that epoch: V −R < 1.34
mag and R − I > 1.41 mag. Further late-measurements in 2004,
2009 and 2014 reported by Adams & Kochanek (2015), indi-
cate the object was then fainter than the magnitude of the pro-
genitor reported by Van Dyk et al. (2000) (V = 22.86 ± 0.16
mag). A more recent reddening-corrected colour of the source
at the position of SN 1997bs is estimated from HST images
(Adams & Kochanek 2015), providing V − I = 0.86 ± 0.20 mag
in 2009, and V − I = 1.11 ± 0.56 mag in 2014 (under the rough
assumption that the wide HST bands are similar to Johnson-
Cousins filters).
The light curve of M101-2015OT1 is extensively described
in Goranskij et al. (2016) and Blagorodnova et al. (2017), and
the new data provided here do not change the main outcomes.
There are multiple detections of a stellar source before the main
outburst, with the earliest detection being over 20 years before
the discovery (B ≈ 22 mag, Goranskij et al. 2016). A subsequent
detection in 2000, shows the object roughly at the same luminos-
ity, and with the following colours: B − V = 0.0 ± 0.3 mag and
V − R = 0.7 ± 0.4 mag (Blagorodnova et al. 2017). During the
following years, the source experienced only minor changes in
brightness, although from about 5.5 years before discovery its
luminosity began to grow, with the colours becoming slightly
redder (B − V = 0.33 ± 0.25 mag and V − R = 0.28 ± 0.24
mag; Gerke et al. 2015). At the time of discovery (on JD =
2456972.5), the object was much brighter, at R ∼ 16.6 mag.
This point was very likely in the proximity of the first light
curve peak (Cao et al. 2015). Later, the light curve of M101-
2015OT1 showed a rapid decline to a minimum 1.6 mag fainter
(Gerke et al. 2015). About 100 days after the first maximum, the
transient reached the second light curve peak (JD = 2457070.8)
atV = 17.61±0.03mag. At this phase, the observed colourswere
B − V ≈ 1.3 mag, V − I ≈ 1.5 mag and R − I ≈ 0.6 mag. Dur-
ing the decline after the second maximum, the colours became
even redder. The new data presented in this paper are mostly pre-
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Fig. 4. Colour evolution for our sample of LRNe. The phase is in days from the first V band maximum. For UGC12307-2013OT1, we tentatively
adopted JD = 2456350 as epoch of the first peak. The dot-dashed vertical lines (plotted maintaining the same colour codes as the symbols) mark
the epochs of the red maximum for the different objects. In SN 1997bs, the red maximum was not observed. The B−V colour curve of AT 2017jfs
(Pastorello et al. 2019) is also shown as a comparison (solid line).
discovery observations of amateur astronomers. However, we
also include unfiltered observations of the outburst (converted
into V or R band photometry depending on the response curve
of the CCDs used by the amateur astronomers). In particular, we
report a detection of the first outburst on JD = 2456975.34 at
R = 15.78 ± 0.13 mag, suggesting that the Cao et al. detection
was actually before the blue light curve peak. Later photomet-
ric points cover the red peak evolution, and well match the light
curve of Blagorodnova et al. (2017).
Finally, the last object in our sample is SNhunt248, widely
discussed in Kankare et al. (2015) and Mauerhan et al. (2015).
Here we provide additional data, with the most valuable ones
obtained by the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF, Law et al.
2009, 2014) survey, and made publicly available through the
NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).12 For a detailed
description of the light curve, we address the reader to the above
two papers, and to the parameters listed in Table 1. Briefly, we
note that SNhunt248 has a similar colour evolution as other ob-
jects of this sample until the second post-outburst maximum (see
Sect. 3.2), while the R − I colour is bluer (up to ∼ 1 mag) at
12 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
very late phases (200-300 d after the first peak). The time span
between the two light curve peaks ranges from 69 to 85 d, de-
pending on the filter. In general, all LRNe reach the second peak
later in the redder bands (see Table 1). We targeted SNhunt248
with the 1.82-m Copernico telescope of Mt. Ekar at very late
phases (on March 2017, over 1000 d after the blue peak), but
we only measured an upper limit (R > 22.3 mag) at the po-
sition of the transient. However, Mauerhan et al. (2018) report
multiple detections in HST images obtained in June 2015 at
F555W = 25.46±0.03mag and F555W−F814W (nearly V − I)
= 0.9 ± 0.1 mag.
3.2. Photometric comparison with similar transients, and
pseudo-bolometric light curves
The evolution of the U−B, B−V,V−I and R−I colours for the six
objects of our sample, corrected for the reddening values as dis-
cussed in Sect. 2, is shown in Fig. 4. In particular, for NGC4490-
2011OT1, we now account also for the host galaxy reddening,
adopting the total value E(B − V) = 0.32 mag, as in Smith et al.
(2016). We note an overall similarity in the colour evolution of
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Fig. 5. Pseudo-bolometric (optical) light curves for the six LRNe pre-
sented in this paper. The phase is in days from the first peak. AT 2017jfs
data (solid line) are from Pastorello et al. (2019).
these objects at early phases, although with some subtle dif-
ferences. M101-2015OT1 (Fig. 4) appears slightly redder than
other LRNe, and this is possibly due to lower photospheric
temperature or an underestimate of the line-of-sight extinction.
On the opposite side, at late epochs, UGC12307-2013OT1 and
SNhunt248 have significantly bluer V − I and R − I colours than
other LRNe. In this context, AT 2017jfs (Pastorello et al. 2019)
is an outlier, as its B − V rises rapidly to a much redder colour
than other LRNe (∼2.7 mag at 4 months past blue maximum).
Some diversity can also be noticed in the intrinsic luminosi-
ties of our LRN sample, which approximately span one order of
magnitude. In general, all events have peak absolute magnitudes
MV < −12 mag, although none of them reaches MV = −15 mag.
We remark that RNe fainter than ∼ −12 do exist, and have been
observed in the Milky Way and in M 31, but their low intrinsic
luminosity makes their detection problematic outside the Local
Group. As we will see in Sect. 5.2, there is very likely a continu-
ity in the RN/LRN luminosity distribution.
In order to best compare the light curves in our LRN sam-
ple, we compute the pseudo-bolometric light curves by integrat-
ing the fluxes in the well-sampled BVRI bands (or, when ob-
served, Sloan-gri). When a photometric point is not available at
a given epoch for one of the filters, its contribution is estimated
through an interpolation of the available data or extrapolating the
last available epoch accounting for the colour information. The
fluxes at the filter effective wavelengths, corrected for extinc-
tion, provide the SED at each epoch, which is integrated using
the trapezoidal rule. No flux contribution is assumed outside the
extremes of the integration regions. We note, however, that the
UV flux is likely significant at the epoch of the first peak, and
the IR band contribution may increase with time, becoming pre-
dominant at late phases. The observed flux is finally converted to
luminosity using the values for the distances of the transients dis-
cussed in Sect. 2. The resulting pseudo-bolometric light curves
are shown in Fig. 5. For comparison, the pseudo-bolometric
light curve of LRN AT 2017jfs (Pastorello et al. 2019) is also
reported.
Although there are some differences in the photometric evo-
lution of our transient sample, a double-peaked light curve is
clearly observable in most cases. When a double peak is not
observed, this is possibly due to an incomplete coverage, or
the red peak is shallow resembling a sort of plateau (like in
SN 1997bs). The pseudo-bolometric luminosity of the two peaks
in NGC4490-2011OT1 is similar, with Lopt ∼ 1041 erg s−1. The
blue peak of SNhunt248 is slightly more luminous than that of
NGC4490-2011OT1, peaking at Lopt ∼ 1.4 × 1041 erg s−1, but
it is fainter than AT 2017jfs (Pastorello et al. 2019) that peaks at
Lopt ∼ 3 × 1041 erg s−1. However, the former reaches a red light
curve maximum one-month earlier than NGC4490-2011OT1, at
a luminosity of 7 × 1040 erg s−1. The pseudo-bolometric light
curve of NGC3437-2011OT1 has a similar shape as NGC4490-
2011OT1, but it is slightly fainter, with both peaks having Lopt ∼
3-4×1040 erg s−1. The other three objects, UGC12307-2013OT1,
SN 1997bs and M101-2015OT1, have an incomplete photomet-
ric coverage. However, a flattening in their light curves and/or
spectroscopic considerations (e.g. the identification of molecu-
lar bands in the late spectra of UGC12307-2013OT1, see Sect.
4.2) support their proximity to LRNe. For UGC12307-2013OT1,
light curve monitoring covers only the red peak, which reaches a
luminosity of about 1041 erg s−1. SN 1997bs has a blue peak with
Lopt ∼ 3.3 × 1040 erg s−1. Then, instead of a clear red peak, its
pseudo-bolometric light curve flattens to about 1040 erg s−1 (but
the photometric coverage is incomplete in this phase). In con-
trast, M101-2015OT1 is much fainter than all other transients:
the single detection during its blue peak allows us to constrain
its luminosity to ≥ 1.4× 1040 erg s−1, while the red peak reaches
Lopt = 6.6 × 1039 erg s−1.
3.3. Searching for previous outbursts in archival data
The LRN sites were frequently monitored in past years by
a number of amateur astronomers and professional sky sur-
veys. In particular, we collected a large amount of images from
the Catalina Sky Survey (CSS), and from PTF (obtained via
NASA/IPAC IRSA). Other data were collected from the Isaac
Newton Telescope Archive.13 Finally, data were provided by a
number of amateur astronomers, and sparse pre-outburst images
were retrieved through other public archives.
We inspected these images to detect signatures of previous
outbursts. Historical detections and upper limits (V-band abso-
lute magnitudes) at the expected positions of the transients are
reported in Fig. 6. NGC4490-2011OT1 was detected about 1.5
months before the blue peak at a magnitude significantly brighter
than that of the quiescent progenitor recovered in HST images
and discussed by Fraser et al. (2011) and Smith et al. (2016).
Faint detections are measured in archival images (obtained from
about 20 years to ∼1 year before the outbursts) in two cases (see
Fig. 6): M101-2015OT1 (with MV in the range from−7.5 to −9.5
mag, see Blagorodnova et al. 2017; Goranskij et al. 2016) and
SNhunt248 (with MV ≈ −10.5 mag, and MR in the range from
−9.5 to −11 mag, Kankare et al. 2015).
The remaining three LRNe were not detected prior to their
discoveries. We note, however, that only NGC4490-2011OT1
has sparse detection limits down to about −8 or −9 mag,
while the detection limits for both UGC12307-2013OT1 and
NGC3437-2011OT1 are typically less stringent (MV > −12.5
mag and −13 mag, respectively). In order to increase the depth
13 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/casuadc/ingarch/query, maintained by the
Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU), which is part of the In-
stitute of Astronomy, Cambridge University.
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Fig. 6. Long-term photometric monitoring (specifically, V-band absolute magnitudes) for the sample of extra-Galactic LRNe discussed in this
paper, covering about a decade of their evolution. Pre- and post-discovery detection limits are indicated with “down-arrow” symbols. The phase is
in days from the first (blue) peak in the V band. The absolute light curves of LRN outbursts are compared in detail in Sect. 5.2.
of the detection limits, for NGC3437-2011OT1 we have created
some deep seasonal stacks, obtaining more stringent limits down
to MV ≈ −9.8 mag.
With the available archival data, it is unlikely that the objects
discussed in this paper experienced major outbursts in the past
few years before their discoveries.
4. Spectroscopic data
Our spectral sequences of NGC4490-2011OT1, NGC3437-
2011OT1 and UGC12307-2013OT1were obtained using a num-
ber of telescopes available to our collaboration, including the
3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) equipped with LRS,
the 2.56m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) with ALFOSC, the
4.2m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) with ISIS, and the
10.4m Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) + OSIRIS. All of them
are hosted at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La
Palma, Canary Islands, Spain). Additional spectra were taken
with the 1.82m Copernico Telescope plus AFOSC of the INAF
- Osservatorio Astronomico di Asiago (Ekar1.82; Mt. Ekar, Asi-
ago, Italy), the 2.2m reflector telescope of the Calar Alto Ob-
servatory with CAFOS (CAHA2.2; Almeria, Spain), the 3.58m
New Technology Telescope (NTT) + EFOSC2 (ESO - La Silla
Observatory, Chile), the 1.93m telescope of the Observatoire
de Haute-Provence plus CARELEC (OHP1.93; Alpes-de-Haute-
Provence département, France), the 2 × 8.4m Large Binocular
Telescope (LBT) with MODS of the Mount Graham Interna-
tional Observatory (Arizona, US) and the 4.1m Southern Astro-
physical Research (SOAR) telescope plus the Goodman Spec-
trograph of the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Cerro
Pachón, Chile).
The spectra were reduced following standard procedures in
IRAF. We first corrected the 2-D spectra for bias, overscan and
flat-field. Then, the 1-D spectra of the targets were extracted and
calibrated in wavelength using arc lamp spectra obtained during
the same night and with the same instrumental configuration as
our targets. The flux calibration was performed using spectra of
spectro-photometric standard stars. To check the accuracy of the
flux-calibration of the LRN spectra, we compared the spectro-
photometric data derived from our spectra with the broadband
photometry obtained during the same night and, in case of dis-
crepancy, a correction factor was applied to the spectra. Occa-
sionally, when a wavelength-dependent flux loss was found, a
linear flux correction was applied to the spectrum. The spectra
of standard stars were also used to remove the strongest telluric
absorption bands (O2 and H2O) from the LRN spectra. We re-
mark that an incomplete removal of these telluric bands may oc-
casionally affect the profile of individual spectral features.
Basic information on the spectra is given in Table 2, while
the final spectra are shown in Fig. 7.
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Table 2. Log of spectroscopic observations of NGC4490-2011OT1, NGC3437-2011OT1 and UGC12307-2013OT1.
Date JD Phase Instrumental configuration Range Resolution
(dd/mm/yy) (+2400000) (days)‡ (nm) (nm)
NGC4490-2011OT1
18/08/11 55792.39 -5.8 TNG + LRS + LRR 510–1010 1.4
19/08/11 55793.38 -4.8 TNG + LRS + LRB 330–810 1.6
20/08/11 55794.41 -3.8 NOT + ALFOSC + gm4 340–910 1.8
28/08/11 55802.38 +4.2 TNG + LRS + LRB 330–810 1.1
02/09/11 55807.37 +9.2 WHT + ISIS + R300B/R158R 320–1030 0.5/0.6
21/11/11 55886.72 +88.5 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 350–820 1.2
28/11/11 55893.62 +95.4 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 350–820 1.4
08/12/11 55903.72 +105.5 NOT + ALFOSC + gm7/gm8 380–835 0.4/0.4
21/12/11 55916.77 +118.6 WHT + ISIS + R300B/R158R 300–1000 0.5/0.6
22/12/11 55917.75 +119.6 NOT + ALFOSC + gm8 580–840 0.5
21/01/12 55947.80 +149.6 OHP1.93 + CARELEC + 300T/mm 400–730 0.5
23/01/12 55950.42 +152.2 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 370–820 1.2
30/01/12 55956.54 +158.3 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 360–820 1.2
18/02/12 55975.68 +177.5 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 415–810 2.6
01/03/12 55987.64 +189.4 NOT + ALFOSC + gm4 340–900 1.4
29/03/12 56015.56 +217.4 Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 355–820 1.2
30/03/12 56016.60 +218.4 CAHA2.2 + CAFOS + g200 385–1020 1.3
23/04/12 56040.61 +242.4 CAHA2.2 + CAFOS + g200 410–1020 1.3
15/05/12 56062.68 +264.5 LBT +MODS + G670L + GG495 490–1000 0.6
NGC3437-2011OT1
17/01/11 55578.60 +3.9 CAHA2.2 + CAFOS + g200 375–960 1.3
24/01/11 55585.85 +11.2 NTT + EFOSC2 + gr.13 365–930 2.8
12/02/11 55604.77 +30.1 NTT + EFOSC2 + gr.13 580–925 2.8
04/05/11 55685.54 +110.8 WHT + ISIS + R300B/R158R 310–1030 0.4/0.6
UGC12307-2013OT1
01/08/13 56505.60 +24.0∗ Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 365–820 1.4
07/08/13 56511.56 +30.0∗ Ekar1.82 + AFOSC + gm4 365–820 1.4
26/08/13 56530.74 +49.1∗ SOAR + Goodman + RALC 300 + GG385 365–895 0.9
24/10/13 56589.53 +107.9∗ GTC + OSIRIS + R500R 490–930 1.5
Notes. ‡ Days from the blue maximum (in the V band); ∗ Days from the red maximum (in the V band).
4.1. Spectroscopic evolution of individual objects
The spectroscopic follow-up of NGC4490-2011OT1 covers all
crucial phases of its evolution (Fig. 7, top panel). Early spectra
(from 2011 August 18 to September 2, obtained at the time of
the blue light curve peak; Fig. 8, top-left panel) resemble those
of other SN impostors (e.g. Van Dyk et al. 2000; Pastorello et al.
2010) and Type IIn SNe. These spectra are characterized by
a blue continuum with superposed prominent narrow lines of
the Balmer series. The H features are in emission and have a
Lorentzian profile, with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
velocity vFWHM ∼ 400-500 km s−1 and wings extending up to
about 3200 km s−1. The flux measured for Hα is of the order of
10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. In addition, a number of lines of Fe II, O I
and Ca II with P Cygni profiles are detected, and become more
prominent with time. In this period, the continuum temperature,
estimated through a blackbody fit, drops from about 18000 to
14000 K.
Later spectra (from 2011 November 21 to 2012 January 30;
roughly covering the early evolution around the second peak,
Fig. 8, middle-left panel) become much redder, and the line pro-
files drastically change: at these epochs, a forest of metal lines
in absorption is observed. In particular, many lines of Fe II are
observed, with the multiplet 42 being very strong. Ti II lines
are likely responsible for the flux deficit at blue wavelengths.14
Along with these metal lines, we now identify also Sc II, Ba II
and Na I. The O I (λλ7772-7775 and λ8446), and Ca II fea-
tures (both H&K and the NIR triplet) are now seen in absorp-
tion. He lines are not detected at any phase. With time, the
Balmer lines become much weaker, and are dominated by the
absorption component. Only Hα still has a moderately promi-
nent emission component, whose flux decreases by one order
of magnitude with reference to the early epochs. The wind ve-
locity, as inferred from the minimum of isolated Fe II lines, is
about 300-350 km s−1, while from Hα (that has now a Gaussian
profile) we estimate vFWHM ∼ 200-300 km s−1 from our highest
resolution spectra.15 The continuum temperature declines from
about 7000 K to 4500 K. Comprehensive line identification in
two spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1 obtained in the proximity
of the first and the second light curve peaks is shown in Fig.
9 (top and bottom panels, respectively), while a detailed view
of the two spectra in selected spectral regions is shown in Fig.
10. We note that Smith et al. (2016) extensively monitored the
object in spectroscopy during the second light curve peak. From
their highest resolution spectrum (obtained on January 12), they
infer a velocity of 280 km s−1 from the middle of the blue-shifted
14 Although not securely identified, transitions due to V II may also
affect the spectral continuum below about 3600 Å.
15 We note, however, that the narrow features are marginally resolved
in our best resolution spectra, so these estimates are only indicative.
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Fig. 7. Top: Spectral evolution of NGC4490-2011OT1. Bottom-left: spectra of NGC3437-2011OT1 are shown with those of SN 2007bs available
in the literature (Van Dyk et al. 2000; Tartaglia et al. 2015). Bottom-right: spectral evolution of UGC12307-2013OT1 during and after the red
light-curve peak. A low S/N SOAR spectrum of UGC 12307-2013OT1 obtained on 2013 August 26 is shown for completeness.
Hα absorption component (consistent with our estimates), with a maximum velocity of 650 km s−1 from the blue edge of the
absorption feature.
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Fig. 8. Left panels: the spectral evolution of NGC4490-2011OT1, with only higher S/N spectra shown. Right panels: evolution of Hα in the
velocity space. The spectra obtained at the blue peak are shown in the top panels, those obtained at the red peak are in the middle panels, and
the late spectra are in the bottom panels. The spectra were reported to the rest frame applying a Doppler correction (the redshift z = 0.002265
is determined from a nearby H II region, and was corrected accounting for the heliocentric velocity); no reddening correction was applied to the
spectra.
At later phases, after 2012 February 18 and during the light
curve decline following the second peak, the narrow Balmer
lines in emission become quite prominent, with vFWHM increas-
ing to about 700-900 km s−1. In our latest spectrum (2012 May
15), the Ca II NIR triplet along with O I λ8446 are also clearly
detected in emission. At the same time, the very red continuum
(T ≈ 3000-4000 K) is characterized by broad molecular absorp-
tion bands (Fig. 8, bottom-left panel), as will be discussed in
Sect. 4.2. The overall spectral evolution of NGC4490-2009OT1
closely resemple that of LRN AT017jfs (Pastorello et al. 2019).
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Fig. 9. Line identification in two spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1, at the first (top) and the second peaks (bottom).
The complete evolution of the Hα line profile (in velocity
space) is shown in the right panels of Fig. 8. In particular, the
middle-left panel emphasizes the weakness of Hα during the
second peak. We also note that the Hα emission peak is slightly
blue-shifted in the late spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1 (bottom-
right panel of Fig. 8). This is usually interpreted as a signature
of dust condensation.
Using the information available for the bolometric light
curve16 and the continuum temperature, we can compute the
radius evolution of the emitting photosphere, which is 700-
1000 R⊙ at the time of the first peak. It rises to ∼5000-6000
R⊙ at around 100 d after the first maximum, and peaks to al-
most 17000 R⊙ (R ≈ 1.17 × 1015 cm) soon after the second
(red) light curve maximum. Later on (70 days after), the radius
steadily declines by a factor ∼2. The overall evolution of the
bolometric and Hα line luminosities, the continuum tempera-
ture and the radius of the emitting region in NGC4490-2011OT1
are shown in Fig. 11. We note that the temperatures inferred
for NGC4490-2011OT1 at the time of the red maximum are
comparable to those estimated by Blagorodnova et al. (2017) for
16 For this purpouse, the bolometric light curve of NGC4490-2011OT1
was computed from the quasi-bolometric light curve presented in Sect.
3.2 (calculated from the B to the I bands), applying a correction that
accounts for the U-band and IR contributions. The correction was esti-
mated using the bolometric data of M101-2015OT1.
M101-2015OT1. The radius of the emitting photosphere at the
red maximum is a factor 3 higher in NGC4490-2011OT1 than in
M101-2015OT1. All of this favours a more massive progenitor
for NGC4490-2011OT1.Another interesting comparison is with
SNhunt248 (Kankare et al. 2015). In this case, while the radius
of SNhunt248 at the time of the blue peak is one order of magni-
tude larger than NGC4490-2011OT1, at the time of the red peak
the radii are very similar.
The spectral evolution of NGC3437-2011OT1 (Fig. 7,
bottom-left panel) is similar to that of NGC4490-2011OT1. The
three early spectra (from January to February 2011) are represen-
tative of the blue peak phase, with Hα having a Lorentzian pro-
file. The spectrum of NGC3437-2011OT1 taken on 2011 May
4 is very similar to those of NGC4490-2011OT1 at the second
maximum, with a red continuum, a low-contrast Hα in emis-
sion with a Gaussian profile, and a number of metal lines visi-
ble in absorption. The spectra of NGC3437-2011OT1 in Fig. 7
are shown along with those of SN 1997bs available in the lit-
erature (Van Dyk et al. 2000; Tartaglia et al. 2015) obtained at
the time of blue light curve peak. In both objects, an indicative
vFWHM ∼ 700 km s−1 is estimated for Hα. We also note that
none of these objects show the [Ca II] doublet emission which
usually characterizes other types of gap transients, including the
intermediate-luminosity red transients (ILRTs, Botticella et al.
2009; Kasliwal et al. 2011) and S Dor-type LBV outbursts (e.g.,
Walborn et al. 2017, and references therein).
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Fig. 10. Blow-up of the selected spectral windows in two spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1, at the first peak (top panels) and during the second
maximum (bottom panels). The regions at 4750-5350 Å (left panels), 5800-5950 Å (middle panels) and 8300-8800 Å (right panels) are shown.
The positions marked in the bottom panels are those of the P Cygni minima, obtained assuming an average expansion velocity of 300 km s−1 (see
text). The position of He I λ5876 is also marked, although that feature is not clearly detected.
The first two spectra of UGC12307-2013OT1 (taken on 2013
August 1 and 8) cover the evolution of the transient during the
second (red) light curve maximum17 (see Fig. 7, bottom-right
panel). For the narrow Hα emission, we measure vFWHM ∼ 800-
1000 km s−1. The last spectrum of UGC12307-2013OT1, ob-
tained on 2013 October 24 is reminiscent of the very late spectra
of NGC4490-2011OT1 shown in the top panel, with a very red
continuum, a strong Hα in emission, and broad molecular bands
in absorption (see Sect. 4.2).
17 Very little information can be inferred from the third spectrum (2013
August 26) because of its poor S/N, and it is shown only for complete-
ness.
4.2. Detection of molecules and dust formation
Late-time spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1,UGC12307-2013OT1
and M101-2015OT1 (from Blagorodnova et al. 2017) are ex-
tremely red, and show broad absorption bands, along with the
usual Hα emission (Fig. 12). These absorptions are identified
with molecular bands (see, e.g., Pastorello et al. 2019), and are
frequently observed in RNe and in late-type stars. Late spec-
tra of the two objects mentioned above are compared in Fig.
12 with late spectra of the RNe V838 Mon and V1309 Sco.
The prominent Hα and Hβ features have been cut in the spec-
trum of V838 Mon to emphasize the absorption bands. Follow-
ing Kamin´ski et al. (2009), we identify a number of features due
to VO and TiO. However, also H2O and CrO are very likely
present. RNe usually experience a transition from a yellow star
spectral type at the epoch of the light curve peak to an M-type at
late phases, and all of them change from a continuum-dominated
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Fig. 11. Evolution of the bolometric, optical (BVRI) and Hα luminosi-
ties (top panel), continuum temperature (middle panel) and radius at the
photosphere (bottom panel) in our spectra of NGC4490-2011OT1. A
conservative error of 500 K is estimated for the blackbody continuum
temperature.
spectrum to one characterized by broad and strong molecular
absorption features (see, e.g., V4332 Sgr, Martini et al. 1999;
Barsukova et al. 2014).
The detection of molecular bands in the optical spectra is
an argument frequently used to support the dust formation at
late phases. In fact, a strong IR flux excess was measured by
Smith et al. (2016) in Spitzer images of NGC4490-2011OT1ob-
tained about three years after the outburst. From their analysis,
Smith et al. determined the presence of cool (725 K) circum-
stellar dust, at ∼ 80 AU and an emitting dust mass of at least
10−9 M⊙. This dust shell may have formed in the ejected ma-
terial after the eruptive event, or was possibly already present in
the circumstellar environment. The strong IR excess can be more
likely explained as dust heated by a survived stellar source (e.g.
the outcome of a stellar merger), otherwise it may be the sig-
nature of an IR echo (Smith et al. 2016). Another object of this
family showing a clear NIR excess about one year after the out-
burst is SNhunt248. Mauerhan et al. (2018) estimated the pres-
ence of dust (650 K to 1450 K) at the location of SNhunt248.
Using similar arguments as Smith et al. (2016), Mauerhan et al.
(2018) favoured a scenario with the dust being heated by a sur-
viving star rather than an IR echo.
As a support for the newly formed dust scenario in
NGC4490-2011OT1, we note that the large photospheric radius
estimated at the time of the second (red) peak (17-20 ×103 R⊙,
which is about 80-90 AU; see mid panel in Fig. 11) suggests that
pre-existing dust at ∼80 AU would have been swept away by the
fast expanding material ejected during the outburst. In addition,
Fig. 12. Detection of molecules in the late spectra of
NGC4490-2011OT1, UGC12307-2013OT1 and M101-2015OT1
(Blagorodnova et al. 2017), and comparison with late spectra of the
RNe V838 Mon (Kamin´ski et al. 2009) and V1309 Sco (Mason et al.
2010). Hα and Hβ are excised in the spectrum of V838 Mon to
emphasize the broad molecular absorption bands.
the late-time blue-shift of the Hα emission peak is a further ar-
gument that supports the formation of new dust.
The presence of previously existing or new dust is likely a
common characteristic of all double-peaked transients, including
knownRNe (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2015; Exter et al. 2016, and ref-
erences therein). The origin of the dust is controversial also for
RNe, and plausible scenarios include interstellar (e.g., Tylenda
2004; Crause et al. 2005; Tylenda et al. 2005; Kamin´ski et al.
2011) vs. circumstellar dust (Bond et al. 2003; Van Loon et al.
2004; Bond 2007; Wisniewski et al. 2008), or even a combi-
nation of both (see Banerjee et al. 2006). Tylenda & Kamin´ski
(2016) found that dust was present before the outburst of V1309
Sco, but new dust also formed soon after the outburst in the
expanding envelope. Due to the presence of dusty environ-
ments, these objects are expected to contribute to the rich pop-
ulation of IR transients recently discovered in nearby galaxies
by the SPitzer InfraRed Intensive Transients Survey (SPIRITS;
Kasliwal et al. 2017). We will discuss the implications in Sect.
5.
5. On the nature of double-peaked SN impostors
As reported previous sections, the six LRNe studied in this paper
form a small family of transients with well-defined observational
properties, that can be summarized as follows.
– Their light curves are reminiscent of those of RNe, with an
initial blue light curve maximum, followed by a broader red
peak which, in some cases (e.g. SN 1997bs), is stretched to
become a sort of plateau. However, LRNe are significantly
more luminous than RNe, ranging between MV = −12 and
−15 mag at maximum.
– From the inspection of archival images, the precursors of
this family of transients do not show further major outbursts
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(with luminosity comparable with those of the blue and red
peaks) in the years prior to their discovery.
– Early spectra (during the blue peak) are similar to those of
Type IIn SNe, with a blue continuum and prominent Balmer
lines in emission. During the red light-curve peak, the spectra
become similar to those of mid to late spectral-type stars,
with a forest of narrow absorption metal features and Balmer
lines being barely visible.
– Finally, at very late phases (from ∼ 4 to 6 months after the
blue maximum), their optical spectra display evident absorp-
tion features due to molecular bands, and - at least in some
cases - there are indications (in the IR domain) of a dusty
circumstellar medium (CSM).
– The LRN properties at very late phases, as detailed for
NGC 4490-2011OT1 (Fig. 11), suggest that a luminous
stellar-like source is still visible, having a very extended
(R ∼ 104 R⊙) optically thick photosphere which is radiat-
ing L ≈ 6 × 1039 erg s−1 (hence log L/L⊙ ∼ 6.2). This very
red source is powered by a combination of radiated energy
from the survived stellar merger (which has still a burning
core), plus residual thermal energy released during the merg-
ing event, and perhaps interaction between colliding shells.
– As we will see in Sect. 5.1, when the progenitor stars are ob-
served in a pseudo-quiescent stage in deep HST archival im-
ages, none of them is very luminous, hot or has a very large
mass. These recovered progenitor stars (or stellar systems)
are preferentially moderate luminosity, lower-mass yellow
supergiants.
In the forthcoming sections, we will summarize what is
known on the progenitor stars of LRNe (Sect. 5.1), we will char-
acterize them in the context of RNe (Sect. 5.2) and will offer
interpretations for their observables, providing insights on plau-
sible end-of-life scenarios (Sect. 5.3 and Sect. 5.4).
5.1. The progenitors of luminous double-peaked transients
So far, direct information on the progenitor stars is available for
four of the transients discussed in this paper. The stellar precur-
sor of NGC4490-2011OT1was recovered in a putative quiescent
stage by Smith et al. (2016) only in one band (in 1994 HST im-
ages), at MV ≈ −6.4 mag (consistent with the absolute magni-
tude determined by Fraser et al. 2011). Two non-detections from
Spitzer images obtained in 2004 (assuming little or no photomet-
ric variability in ten years) help in constraining the spectral type.
Nonetheless, a precise colour estimate is impossible because of
the single band detection and the large uncertainty in the line-of-
sight reddening to NGC4490-2011OT1. Smith et al. (2016) dis-
cussed three reddening scenarios: 1) The luminosity of the star
is attenuated by Milky Way reddening only (E(B − V) = 0.02
mag; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). Adopting this low reddening
value, the putative progenitor is a yellow star with effective tem-
perature Te f f = 7500 K and a luminosity of about 104 L⊙, imply-
ing an F-type moderate-mass supergiant star of around 10 M⊙.
2) Assuming E(B−V) = 0.32 mag, Smith et al. (2016) obtained
Te f f = 15000 K and L ∼ 105 L⊙. In this case, the progenitor
would be a more massive mid-B supergiant. Assuming a single-
star model, the resulting progenitor mass is about 20-30M⊙, still
consistent with a relatively low mass LBV. 3) Finally, adopting
as total reddening the upper limit of E(B − V) = 0.67 mag18,
Smith et al. (2016) obtained a very hot (Te f f ≥ 50000 K) and lu-
minous (L ∼ 106 L⊙) progenitor, which would be an extremely
18 This extinction value was estimated for the star nearest to the location
of NGC4490-2011OT1.
massive O-type main sequence or a Wolf-Rayet star. Smith et al.
suggested that the non-detection of a source at the position of
NGC4490-2011OT1 in 2004 deep Spitzer observations allowed
us to safely rule out a late spectral type for the progenitor of this
LRN. On the other hand, a high reddening scenario is not plau-
sible because this would imply the progenitor to be a very hot,
luminous O-type or Wolf-Rayet star of around 80-100 M⊙ (to
explain its enormous luminosity), difficult to reconcile with the
remote location of the transient in NGC 4490. The above argu-
ments led Smith et al. (2016) to favour scenario number 2. If the
lower mass binary companion does not give a significant con-
tribution to the total luminosity, the progenitor is more likely to
be an intermediate-mass yellow supergiant to a moderate-mass
LBV. However, a binary system with a significant contribution to
the global luminosity from the companion star cannot be ruled
out. This would lead to a different mass and spectral type for the
progenitor of NGC4490-2011OT1.
An object having more stringent information on the qui-
escent progenitor star is M101-2015OT1. Blagorodnova et al.
(2017) argued that the progenitor was a binary system with a
primary F-type yellow supergiant (Te f f ≈ 7000 K), with a lu-
minosity of 8.7 × 104 L⊙, hence with M ≈ 16-18 M⊙, and a
modest-mass secondary companion. According to this study, the
M101-2015OT1 outburst ejected a common envelope, while the
fate of the system is consistent with both a final merger star or
a surviving close binary. In the latter scenario, we would expect
to detect signs of photometric variability in future IR photomet-
ric observations (Blagorodnova et al. 2017). We note, however,
that a best-fit model obtained by Lipunov et al. (2017) using an
adapted version of the radiative hydrodynamical STELLA code
(Blinnikov et al. 2006), reproduced the light curve of M101-
2015OT1 through a merging event, in which the total merger’s
mass was only 3 M⊙.
The pre-outburst history of SNhunt248 is somewhat differ-
ent, as there is evidence of significant photometric oscillations
(of the order of 1 mag) in the pre-outburst phase (Kankare et al.
2015). Adopting only the Milky Way reddening contribution,
from observations obtained about 2 years before the outburst,
Kankare et al. find Te f f ≈ 6700 K and L ≈ 106 L⊙ for the pro-
genitor. Mauerhan et al. (2015) computed Te f f ≈ 6500 K and
L ≈ 4 × 105 L⊙ for the stellar precursor detected in images ob-
tained over 9 years before the outburst, which are consistent with
the above estimates accounting for the past variability history. In
both estimates, the progenitor is consistent with being a lumi-
nous yellow (late F-type to early G-type) hypergiant of M ≈ 30
M⊙. A super-Eddington outburst of an LBV-like star or close
stellar encounters with a binary companion are alternative expla-
nations for the observed outburst (Mauerhan et al. 2015). How-
ever, the above mass value should be taken with a bit of caution,
as the magnitude estimates of the progenitor star (or stellar sys-
tem) were possibly obtained in a non-quiescent stage.
Finally, progenitor mass estimates are available also for
SN 1997bs. Van Dyk et al. (1999) found a MV ≈ −7.4 mag
source in 1994 December HST images. As there is a single-
band detection, no information is provided on the intrinsic colour
and variability, although the authors favoured a super-outburst
of an LBV as the most likely explanation for the outburst.
Van Dyk & Matheson (2012) estimated Te f f > 6300 K (hence
a spectral type hotter than F6) and a mass exceeding 20 M⊙
for the progenitor of SN 1997bs; Adams & Kochanek (2015)
favoured a marginally lower mass star, of about 20 M⊙, rather
than a massive LBV. Post-eruption HST imaging obtained in
March 2001 revealed the source to be still marginally visible,
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Table 3. Main parameters of known merger candidates. References for the distance, reddening estimates and light curves, respectively, are identi-
fied by numbers in the last column.
Milky Way Outburst Period d Etot(B − V) MV,star MV,prec MV,1peak MV,2peak Source
Transients (kpc) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) codes
CK Vul¶ Jun 1670 to Jun 1671 0.7 2.2 > −5.4 - −8.4 −8.8 1;2;2
V1148 Sgr⋆ ∼1943 2.7⊖ 1.3 - - −9.5 - 3;4;5
V4332 Sgr¶ ⋆ 1994 >5.5 0.55 <2.65 - - < −7.01 6;6;7-9
V838 Mon¶ ⋆  Jan 2002 to May 2002 6.1 0.85 −1.06 −6.68 −9.79 −9.46 10;11;12-16
OGLE 2002-BLG-360∇ 2002 to 2006 8.2 2.00† −0.80 −1.21 −4.10 −3.09 17;18;17
V1309 Sco¶ ⋆ Jun 2008 to Mar 2010 3.5 0.55 3.80 > −0.93 −6.56 −5.02 19;20;19-21
Extragalactic Outburst Period d Etot(B − V) MV,star MV,prec MV,1peak MV,2peak Source
Transients (Mpc) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) codes
M31-RV Jun 1988 to Oct 1988 0.78 0.12 −5.04 - - −8.69 23;22;22
M31-LRN2015 Jan 2015 to May 2015 0.78 0.35 −2.13 - −10.16 −8.93 23;23;23-25
M101-2015OT1 <Feb 2015 to Mar 2016 6.4 0.01 −7.19 −10.10 −12.70 −11.46 26;4;27-29
NGC4490-2011OT1 May 2011 to May 2012 9.6 0.32 −7.32 −9.18 −14.35 −14.54 30;31;23&30
NGC3437-2011OT1 Jan 2011 to Jun 2011 20.9 0.02 > −9.98 > −10.83 −13.06 −13.33 32;4;29
UGC12307-2013OT1 <Jun 2013 to Nov 2013 39.7 0.22 > −11.88 - - −15.03 29;4;29
SN 1997bs (NGC 3627) Apr 1997 to Jan 1998 9.2 0.21 −7.61 - −13.34 −11.51 29;33;29&33-35
SNhunt248 (NGC 5806) Apr 2014 to May 2015 22.5 0.04 −8.99 −11.18 −14.87 −14.07 36;37;37-38
AT 2017jfs Dec 2017 to Jul 2018 34.7 0.02 > −11.26 - −15.46 −14.38 39
Notes. 1 = Hajduk et al. (2007); 2 = Shara et al. (1985); 3 = Minniti (1995); 4 = Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011); 5 = Mayall (1949); 6 =
Tylenda et al. (2015); 7 = Martini et al. (1999); 8 = Goranskij & Barsukova (2007, and references therein); 9 = Kimeswenger (2006); 10 =
Sparks et al. (2008); 11 = Afs¸ar & Bond (2007); 12 = Munari et al. (2002); 13 = Goranskij et al. (2002); 14 = Kimeswenger et al. (2002); 15
= Crause et al. (2003); 16 = Crause et al. (2005); 17 = Tylenda et al. (2013); 18 = Kochanek et al. (2014); 19 = Tylenda et al. (2011); 20 =
Mason et al. (2010); 21 = Walter et al. (2012); 22 = Boschi & Munari (2004); 23 = Kurtenkov et al. (2015); 24 = Williams et al. (2015); 25 =
From Astronomer’s Telegrams; 26 = Shappee & Stanek (2011);27 = Goranskij et al. (2016, and references therein); 28 = Blagorodnova et al.
(2017); 29 = this paper; 30 = Smith et al. (2016); 31 = Pastorello et al. (2008); 32 = Sorce et al. (2014); 33 = Van Dyk et al. (2000); 34 = Li et al.
(2002); 35 = Adams & Kochanek (2015); 36 = Tully et al. (2009); 37 = Kankare et al. (2015); 38 =Mauerhan et al. (2015); 39 = Pastorello et al.
(2019).
Additional information: ¶ Özdönmez et al. (2016) (see their tables 2 and 3) give the following alternative distance and reddening estimates for
four Galactic RNe: d = 4.48 ± 0.24 kpc and E(B − V) = 0.75 ± 0.05 mag for CK Vul; d = 1.14 ± 1.00 kpc and E(B − V) = 0.32 ± 0.10 mag
for V4332 Sgr; d = 2.5 ± 0.4 kpc and E(B − V) = 0.55 ± 0.05 mag for V1309 Sco; d ≥ 7 kpc and E(B − V) = 0.87 mag for V838 Mon. ⋆ As
a consistency check, we also estimated the distance of Galactic RNe using the Gaia DR2 parallaxes (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018), and
obtained the following values: ω = 0.4306 ± 0.0591 mas and d = 2.33+0.84
−0.37 kpc for V1148 Sgr; ω = 0.0017 ± 0.2798 mas and d = 3.85
+4.65
−1.57 kpc for
V4332 Sgr; and ω = −0.0014± 0.1051 mas and d = 6.06+3.33
−2.02 kpc for V838 Mon. All of them are consistent (within the errors) with those reported
in the table. ⊖ We assume that V1148 Sgr is at the distance of the globular cluster NGC 6553.  Munari et al. (2005) estimated a similar reddening
E(B − V) = 0.87 ± 0.02 mag, and a somewhat larger distance (d ∼ 10 kpc) to V838 Mon. † Following Kochanek et al. (2014), we adopt a total
reddening comprising both a Milky Way component (E(B − V)MS = 1 mag, with RV = 2.5, following Nataf et al. 2013), and a circumstellar dust
component (E(B − V)CS D = 1 mag, with a standard reddening law RV = 3.1). ∇ As only the I-band light curve is well monitored at all phases, the
V-band peak magnitudes were computed from the I-band magnitudes, adopting the available V − I colour information.
about 3 mag fainter than the 1994 detection (and with a rela-
tively blue colour, V − I < 0.8 mag), initially leading Li et al.
(2002) to doubt that the star had survived the outburst. However,
Van Dyk & Matheson (2012) argued that the formation of large
dust grains produces obscuration without a significant redden-
ing. This would explain the relatively blue colour of the post-
outburst source, hence favouring the survival of the star. On the
other hand, Adams & Kochanek (2015) reached a different con-
clusion, and argued that SN 1997bs was a faint SN explosion
rather than a SN impostor, although they could not rule out a
surviving star embedded in a dusty massive shell. Clearly, the
controversial interpretation of the nature of SN 1997bs does not
allow us to firmly constrain its progenitor.
Despite the large uncertainty on the information inferred for
the LRN progenitors, a usual interpretation favours yellow spec-
tral type stars, although likely in a wide mass range. It is plau-
sible that the erupting star is the primary member of a close, in-
teracting binary system, although an outburst of a more massive
single star cannot be definitely ruled out. The evolution of the
binary system leading to double-peaked events will be further
discussed in Sect. 5.3.
5.2. A continuum of properties from RNe to LRNe?
Known Galactic RNe from the sub-luminous V1309 Sco
(Mason et al. 2010; Tylenda et al. 2011) to much brighter events
such as V4332 Sgr (which erupted in 1994, Martini et al.
1999) and the famous V838 Mon (e.g., Munari et al. 2002),
as well as extra-Galactic transients such as two well-studied
RNe in M31 (M31-RV and M31-LRN2015). Although a num-
ber of authors proposed that RNe were peculiar thermonuclear-
driven novae (e.g., Shara et al. 2010), they are usually in-
terpreted as the result of the common envelope ejection
and/or gravitational merging process in low to moderate
mass systems (e.g. Soker & Tylenda 2003; Ivanova et al. 2013;
Tylenda & Kamin´ski 2016; MacLeod et al. 2017). This will be
discussed in Sect. 5.3.
Smith et al. (2016) emphasized the similarity of NGC4490-
2011OT1 with RNe. Here we compare the observational prop-
erties of RNe and LRNe to eventually correlate their physical
parameters and shed light on the nature of their progenitors. In
particular, we measure the faintest pre-outburst detection of the
progenitor (or its detection limit), fromwhich we derive the bona
fide absolute magnitude MV of the quiescent progenitors. Then,
we estimate MV of the minor pre-outburst brightening, and those
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Fig. 13. Absolute V-band magnitudes of the putatively quiescent progenitors of merger candidates vs. absolute V band magnitudes of the brightest
pre-outburst detection (top-right), the blue peak (bottom-left) and the red peak (bottom-right). The absolute magnitudes of the progenitor and the
light-curve red peak of V4332 Sgr are indicated as lower limits, as only a lower limit is known for its distance (Table 3).
of the blue and the red peaks. The photometric parameters for all
proposed merger candidates are reported in Table 3.
We note that the labelling RN/LRN was proposed in the
past for two gap transients, M85-2006OT1 and V1148 Sgr.
The classification of M85-2006OT1 as a peculiar RN was first
proposed by Kulkarni et al. (2007). However, this was ques-
tioned by Pastorello et al. (2007) and Thompson et al. (2009),
who noted similarities with SN 2008S-like transients and faint
core-collapse SNe (see also Kochanek et al. 2014). In particular,
observational arguments can be used to disfavour the RN/LRN
classification. Firstly, the spectra of M85-2006OT1 show a quite
prominent [Ca II] λλ 7291,7324 feature, which is typical of
ILRTs, such as SN 2008S (Botticella et al. 2009). In addition,
molecular bands have not been detected in the latest spectrum.
The above spectroscopic properties support its classification as
an ILRT (Kasliwal et al. 2011, and references therein). Hence,
we will not further discuss this transient in the context of the
merger candidates.
V1148 Sgr is another possible RN, although this claim is not
supported by an accurate photometric monitoring. However,
the spectrum described by Mayall (1949) is that of a K-type
star, with strong H&K absorption lines along with possible TiO
bands. A few days later, a prominent Hα was clearly detected.
The description of the spectra closely matches the spectral ap-
pearance of double-peaked events, during their transition from
the red light curve peak to very late phases (Fig. 12). For sake of
completeness, the modest information available for this object is
reported in Table 3.
In Fig. 13, we show the V-band absolute magnitudes of the
quiescent progenitors of the objects of Table 3 vs. the absolute
magnitudes of the pre-outburst brightening (top-right panel), the
blue peak (bottom-left panel) and the red peak (bottom-right
panel). Although this analysis may be affected by selection bi-
ases (e.g. RNe have not been detected the Local Group), progen-
itor and outburst luminosities seems to be somewhat correlated,
with more luminous quiescent progenitors are producing bright-
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est outbursts.19 This qualitative trend suggests that all outbursts
of Table 3 may have been triggered by a similar mechanism.
The available B,V,R and I absolute light curves of our
RN/LRN sample are compared in Fig. 14. Within the framework
of the common envelope scenario, then the intrinsic photomet-
ric heterogeneity of the objects likely depends on the time of the
common envelope ejection, the total mass of the binary system
(Kochanek et al. 2014), and the mass ratio between the two stel-
lar components. Assuming that the mass and luminosity of the
quiescent progenitor system are correlated, the qualitative com-
parison in Fig. 13 also supports a major result of Kochanek et al.
(2014), with higher mass systems producingmore luminous out-
bursts. V4332 Sgr, OGLE-2002-BLG-360 and V1309 Sco are
expected to arise from systems formed by low-mass (1-2 M⊙)
stars, while V838 Mon and the two RNe in M31 are likely pro-
duced in more massive binaries (∼8M⊙). According to this view,
the progenitor systems of the objects discussed in this paper are
even more extreme, with the total mass likely being between 15
and 30 M⊙ (Smith et al. 2016).
5.3. Common envelope ejection and merger scenario for
double-peaked transients
5.3.1. Current Understanding of the Red Nova Phenomenon
Although thermonuclear runaway (e.g., Iben & Tutukov 1992,
for M31-RV), or post-asymptotic giant branch (AGB) He-
shell flash scenarios (Munari et al. 2002; Kimeswenger et al.
2002) have been proposed in the past for RNe (see, also,
Van Loon et al. 2004), there are growing evidences that these
gap transients originate from binary stellar systems. In partic-
ular, while the initial decrease of the photospheric temperature
is expected near the outburst maxima, no thermonuclear models
comfortably explain the very late-time temperature evolution of
RNe towards cooler and cooler temperatures (Soker & Tylenda
2003).
Most massive stars exchangematerial with a binary compan-
ion during their life (about 70%, according to Sana et al. 2012),
and this strongly affects the evolutionary path of the two compo-
nents. This interaction may, in fact, change the relative masses
and the spins of the two stars, and trigger mixing processes in
the inner stellar layers, affecting their chemical evolution. In ad-
dition, a significant fraction of massive stars (up to one-fourth,
e.g. Sana et al. 2012) are expected to merge. Hence, merging
events are very likely common (Kochanek et al. 2014). For ex-
ample, stellar mergers are a natural explanation for peculiar
stars such as the blue stragglers (e.g., Perets & Fabrycky 2009;
Naoz & Fabrycky 2014). This has been recently proposed by
Ferreira et al. (2019) as the outcome of V1309 Sco. Other stud-
ies suggested that a large fraction of massive stars are the out-
come of past merging events (de Mink et al. 2014). Ofek et al.
(2008) set relatively high rates of stellar mergers in the Milky
Way, providing a lower limit of 0.019 yr−1, later revised by
Kochanek et al. (2014) who estimated a rate of about 0.5 yr−1
for events brighter than MV = −3 mag, and fading to ∼ 0.1 yr−1
for objects brighter than MV = −7 mag. For this reason, it is not
surprising that we are finding a number of merger candidates in
the Local Group.
Two Galactic objects gave fundamental insight to our knowl-
edge on RNe: V838 Mon and V1309 Sco.
19 A promising correlation between peak luminosity of the outburst
and the wind outflow velocity was found by Pejcha et al. (2016a) and
Mauerhan et al. (2018).
1. V838 Mon is one of the best-studied Galactic variables in
the past decade. Unfortunately, while its eruption was well
monitored, the object was not targeted in the years just be-
fore its eruption, hence we did not observe in detail its previ-
ous evolution. The merging model is favoured to explain the
structured light curve of V838 Mon (e.g. Soker & Tylenda
2003), also supported by new observational constraints from
similar objects (see below). The luminosity of the progenitor
system of V838 Mon remained constant at a visual bright-
ness of about 15.6 mag for over half a century, until 1994
(Goranskij et al. 2004). The stellar system was likely formed
by two stellar components, a few M⊙ primary and a lower-
mass (a few ×10−1 M⊙) companion. When the primary in-
flated, filling its Roche lobe, mass flowed to the other star,
with the system becoming dynamically unstable. Unfortu-
nately, this phase was not directly observed in V838 Mon.
However, with the loss of angular momentum, the orbital
distance is expected to diminish, and a series of minor pho-
tometric oscillations superposed on a longer-term moderate
brightening have likely occurred. The modulation of the light
curve would be the consequence of subsequent passages of
the secondary star to the periastron (Tylenda et al. 2005).
This unobserved approaching phase was followed by a major
encounter which partially disrupted the companion star and
produced a luminous pre-outburst event reaching 10th mag
in January 2002 (Munari et al. 2002). This model would ex-
plain the entire photometric evolution of V838 Mon.
Following Tylenda et al. (2005, 2006), the primary star
violently ejected the envelope producing an initial, low-
luminosity light curve peak. Then, the secondary star ac-
creted onto the primary component within the extended,
common envelope. The complex merging process, along
with ejecta-shell collisions, likely gave rise to the double-
peaked light curve. This peculiar light curve shape is actu-
ally observed both in the Galactic comparison objects, and
in more luminous extra-Galactic transients presented in this
paper. The final outcome of this process was the production
of a late-type star.
2. V1309 Sco is the second key object. It provided unequivo-
cal proofs of the final merging event. This RN was moni-
tored for a long period (and with high-cadence observations)
before the outburst (Tylenda et al. 2011, see their figure 1),
allowing us to directly observe the courtship dance of the
two stars leading to the final coalescence. Its pre-outburst
photometric evolution initially showed a slow trend of in-
creasing luminosity (approximately from 2002 to mid-2007),
which was probably due to increased mass loss that moved
the photospheric radius (Pejcha et al. 2016b) outwards. The
slow (but moderate) luminosity increase was characterized
by frequent oscillations superposed to the main brightening
trend. The period of these oscillations decreased with time
following an exponential trend. This evolution was due to
the inspiraling orbital motion (Tylenda et al. 2011) reducing
the distance of the two stars, and an anisotropical obscura-
tion of the binary from one direction (Pejcha et al. 2016a).
During this phase, the mass-loss rate of the system increased
progressively, settling onto a value of about 10−4 M⊙ yr−1
(Pejcha 2014). Then, the light curve of V1309 Sco reached
a minimum in late 2007 to early 2008, in coincidence with
the disappearance of its short timescale variability (e.g.,
Pejcha et al. 2017). These two features can be explained with
the progressive obscuration of the binary system, with only
the gas outflow remaining visible (Pejcha et al. 2016a), or
with the formation of a dusty excretion disk (Tylenda et al.
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Fig. 14. B (top-left), V (top-right), R (bottom-left), and I-band (bottom-right) absolute light curves of the merger candidates listed in Table 3.
2011; Nicholls et al. 2013). Later on, a steep luminosity
rise was observed from March to late August 2008, with-
out the unequivocal photometric modulations due to the rel-
ative motion of the two stars. This brightening was very
likely due to an optically thick gas outflow from the pri-
mary star which enwrapped the secondary companion and
produced a common envelope (Tylenda et al. 2011; Pejcha
2014). During this 5-months period, the mass-loss increased
from about 10−3 to a few ×10−1 M⊙ yr−1 (see Pejcha et al.
2017, their figure 5). Then, the huge brightening of ∼ 3.5
mag in less than two weeks is likely due to the final coa-
lescence of the secondary star’s core onto the primary (see,
also, Nandez et al. 2014). A similar photometric evolution
of the outburst, although less densely sampled, was also
observed in the RNe V4332 Sgr (Kimeswenger 2006) and
M31-LRN2015 (Dong et al. 2015; MacLeod et al. 2017). In
general, simulations of merger events show that the runaway
orbital decay with escalating mass ejection followed by the
stellar coalescence may produce a luminous transient flare
with a duration similar to that of the binary orbital period
(MacLeod et al. 2018).
After the early blue peak, a plateau or a redder secondary
peak is observed in RNe (see Fig. 14), followed by a steep
luminosity decline, possibly accompanied by dust formation.
The optical luminosity at very late phases can be significantly
fainter than the integrated luminosity of the original binary sys-
tem, and shows no evidence of modulation in the light curve
(Nicholls et al. 2013). As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, signatures
of dust formation are also observed in the late-time evolution
of the luminous double-peaked events discussed in this pa-
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per (Blagorodnova et al. 2017; Smith et al. 2016, see also Sect.
5.3.2).
Although the above scenario is in general consistent with
the observables of RNe before and after the main outburst, the
process powering the light curve of the outburst with the char-
acteristic double-peak is still debated. Barsukova et al. (2014)
suggested that the most luminous, blue peak was produced by
the strong, shock-induced photospheric heating triggered by the
rapid coalescence process, while the broader red peak was due
to the slow thermal energy release following the adiabatic ex-
pansion of the envelope. A reasonable explanation for the dou-
ble peak is also provided by Lipunov et al. (2017) for M31-
LRN2015. With the expansion, the temperature decreases and
a cooling front eventually recombines the hydrogen envelope.
This may produce a plateau-like photometric evolution after the
blue peak or a shallow, longer-duration red peak. The presence
of multiple H shells and a more complex density profile of the
gas may complicate the scenario, generating a light curve with
a more pronounced red maximum or even multiple peaks. How-
ever, as pointed out by MacLeod et al. (2017), the H recombina-
tion alone cannot explain the first, luminous and blue light curve
peak.
Metzger & Pejcha (2017) modeled the whole RN evolution,
proposing that the first peak was due to the release of thermal
emission from hot gas, which is basically freely expanding in
the polar direction.20 The observed properties are somewhat sim-
ilar to those produced by the cooling gas in core-collapse SNe,
in particular the early blue peak of the light curve. The subse-
quent (quite heterogeneous) light curve evolution of RNe can be
explained, according toMetzger & Pejcha (2017), in terms of in-
teraction of the ejecta with lower-velocity equatorial wind, with
the shock-heated material producing the second peak. The gas
shell swept up by the shock front would generate a cool dense
shell, consistent with the red colours observed after the second
peak, and would be the ideal site for the rapid dust condensa-
tion observed in most of these transients. This explanation hence
comfortably accomodates all the observables of both RNe and
(very likely) their higher-luminosity counterparts.
The aspherical nature of RNe, inferred mostly by pre-
vious polarimetric and spectro-polarimetric observations (see,
e.g., Kamin´ski & Tylenda 2013), has been recently confirmed
by submillimeter observations of V4332 Sgr and V1309 Sco
(Kamin´ski et al. 2018), that have unequivocally revealed the ex-
istence of bipolar molecular outflows resulting from the merger
event.
5.3.2. On the Massive Merger Scenario for LRNe
Events brighter than V838 Mon (MV ∼ −10 mag) are rare, and
have a Galactic rate of only 0.03 yr−1 (Kochanek et al. 2014),
hence we expect that luminous transient events, like those pre-
sented in this paper, are extremely rare. In fact, Kochanek et al.
(2014) estimate intergral event rates of ∼ 1 to 5 × 10−3 yr−1 for
events with MV ∼ −15 and −13 mag, respectively. Despite their
rarity, the physical mechanisms producing luminous double-
peaked outbursts are very likely the same as RNe. From an ob-
servational point of view, LRNe are in fact scaled-up clones of
RNe (Sect. 5.2). In addition, signatures of the slow pre-outburst
brightening that might be attributed to the orbital shrinkage have
been observed in a few objects presented in this paper (see Sect.
20 A polar gas outflow in RNe is supported by spectro-polarimetric ob-
servations (e.g., Kamin´ski & Tylenda 2013, for V4332 Sgr).
5.3.1). We speculate that these brightenings can be related to the
common envelope phase, in analogy with RNe.
– In NGC4490-2011OT1, a modest brightening was observed
in 2011 June-July, about 3 months before the blue peak. In
this phase, the object was about 5 mag fainter than at the blue
peak, but 3.5-4 mag brighter than the 1994 HST detection
reported by Fraser et al. (2011) and Smith et al. (2016).
– In SNhunt248, the pre-outburst phase was monitored with
sparse observations over about 15 years before the blue peak.
During this period, its R-band magnitude was variable, rang-
ing from about 22.2 to 20.5 mag. The object significantly
brightened ∼ 1.5 months before the blue peak, but remained
∼ 3.4 mag fainter than the peak (Fig. 3, bottom-right).
– In M101-2015OT1, the Sloan r-band light curve remained
below 21 mag until (at least) early 2008. From August 2009
to August 2014 the object showed a minor erratic photomet-
ric variability superposed to a general trend of slow lumi-
nosity increase (from r ∼ 20.5 to 19.6 mag). The brightest
magnitude of the pre-outburst phase was reached about three
months before the blue peak, like in NGC4490-2011OT1.
Recent papers have proposed that LRNe are the consequence
of common envelope ejections in relatively massive contact bi-
nary systems (e.g., Blagorodnova et al. 2017), likely followed by
the stellar coalescence (Smith et al. 2016; Mauerhan et al. 2018;
Lipunov et al. 2017). Following this interpretation, we suggest
that all transients analysed in this paper underwent a similar
fate. The main differences with RNe are in the values of the pa-
rameters involved, with NGC4490-2011OT-like transients hav-
ing faster outflows, longer duration outbursts and higher lu-
minosities. LRNe are likely produced by more massive bina-
ries (Kochanek et al. 2014) than RNe. The typical range of sys-
temic mass of the faintest RNe is in fact ∼1-5 M⊙, that of the
intermediate-luminosity V838 Mon is 5-10 M⊙ (Munari et al.
2002; Tylenda et al. 2005), and in LRNe masses are likely up
to a few tens of M⊙ (see Table 1 of Metzger & Pejcha 2017, and
references therein).
At the highest-mass boundary, Smith & Frew (2011) pro-
posed that the fluctuations visible in the 19th century light curve
of the Giant Eruption (GE) of η Car were produced by periastron
encounters of two stellar components (see, also, Mauerhan et al.
2018). The high luminosity of the GE, along with the high mass
(over 10 M⊙, according to Smith et al. 2003) ejected during the
event, are consistent with a very large systemic mass for η Car.
The GE of η Car and the formation of the Homunculus Neb-
ula have also been explained with a merger event of a massive
(90M⊙) close binary, triggered by the gravitational interaction of
a 30 M⊙ companion (Portegies Zwart & van den Heuvel 2016).
Alternative explanations for double-peaked transients, ex-
plored for instance by Soker & Tylenda (2003), invoke other
types of eruptive events from stars in a wide range of masses
(AGBs to blue-to-yellow super/hypergiants) or interacting sys-
tems where the common envelope ejections may prevent the
merging event. However, these can not be easily reconciled with
the peculiar light curve shape and the spectral evolution towards
a late-type star. These similar observational properties link tran-
sients spanning an enormous range of luminosities (and, hence,
masses), and are more comfortably explained with a common
envelope ejection. Whether the final outcome of the binary inter-
action process in LRNe is a merger, or alternatively the system
rearranges into a new stable binary configuration is still debated,
and only late-time photometric observations - especially in the
IR domain - may solve this puzzle.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the absolute light curves of a sample of LRNe and UGC5460-2010OT1, precursor of SN 2011ht. The light curve of the SN
is also shown (from Mauerhan et al. 2013, and Pastorello et al., in preparation). The phase is in days from the R-band blue peak. Only significant
detection limits are shown for the different objects. The dot-dashed vertical line marks the epoch of the earliest available spectrum of SN 2011ht.
5.4. An alternative evolutionary path: a link with SN
2011ht-like events?
In this section, we explore a possible evolutionary channel
for LRNe, inspired by their photometric similarity with the
outburst (named UGC5460-2010OT1) observed a few months
before the explosion of the interacting SN 2011ht, and dis-
cussed by Fraser et al. (2013). The evolution of UGC5460-
2010OT1/SN 2011ht will be studied in detail in a forthcoming
paper (Pastorello et al., in preparation).
For UGC 5460, we adopt a distance d = 17.9 Mpc (from
the HyperLeda Virgo-corrected recessional velocity and a stan-
dard cosmology), hence µ = 31.26 ± 0.15 mag. The interstellar
extinction within the host galaxy is negligible, as expected from
the location of the object in the outskirts of UGC 5460, hence
the modest total reddening is only due to the Milky Way contri-
bution, E(B − V) = 0.01 mag (Fraser et al. 2013). The R-band
absolute light curve comparison of UGC5460-2010OT1 (plus
SN 2011ht) with a sub-sample of the objects discussed in Sect.
3.2 is shown in Fig. 15. The data of UGC5460-2010OT1 are
from Fraser et al. (2013) and Ofek et al. (2014).
The UGC5460-2010OT1 outburst started about 300 days be-
fore the discovery of SN 2011ht. Although slightly fainter than
the LRNe discussed in this paper, this event shares many photo-
metric analogies with them. In particular, although UGC5460-
2010OT1 was poorly monitored and lacks precise colour in-
formation, we note an appealing similarity of its light curve
with LRNe. Unfortunately, no spectrum was obtained during
the UGC5460-2010OT1observational campaign to be compared
with the spectra of our sample. The first spectrum of the source
in UGC 5460 (whose epoch is marked with a vertical dot-dashed
line in Fig. 15) was obtained at time of the putative SN explo-
sion (Pastorello et al. 2011), during the early SN rising phase.21
We note the similarity of this spectrum of SN 2011ht with those
of the LRN NGC4490-2009OT1 obtained at the red maximum
(Fig. 16), suggesting similar properties of their circumstellar en-
vironments. In particular, the line velocities inferred from the po-
sition of the blue-shifted absorption of Hα in the two spectra of
Fig. 16 are comparable,22 indicating that the wind outflows from
the progenitor star (or progenitor’s binary system) occurred at
nearly identical rates for the two transients.
The circumstellar cocoon was likely produced by the
UGC5460-2010OT1 event, and was embedding the progenitor
star at the time of the SN 2011ht discovery. The presence of
21 This remarkable spectrum, obtained on 2011 September 30, is to our
knowledge the earliest available in the literature, 25 days before that
shown by Mauerhan et al. (2013).
22 From the highest S/N spectrum of NGC4490-2009OT1 obtained by
Smith et al. (2015) on 2012 January 19 (which is very close to the epoch
of the red light curve peak), the core velocity of the blue-shifted narrow
absorption of Hα is about 400 km s−1, extended to 650 km s−1 for the
blue edge. This value is consistent with the core velocity of the blue-
shifted absorption measured in our Echelle spectra of SN 2011ht (Pas-
torello et al. in preparation).
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Fig. 16. Comparison of a spectrum of LRN NGC4490-2009OT1 taken
on 2011 December 21 (hence around the epoch of the red light curve
peak) with the classification spectrum of SN 2011ht obtained on 2011
September 30 (Pastorello et al. 2011), at the early SN luminosity rise
(∼ −54 d from the V-band maximum), and before the spectrum showed
the classical Type IIn spectral features.
high density surrounding material initially produced a spectrum
similar to that of an intermediate-type hypergiant. It evolved to-
wards that of a more classical SN IIn after a few days, when the
SN 2011ht ejecta started the interaction with the CSM. Whether
SN 2011ht was a genuine (but weak) interacting SN explosion,
or it was the outcome of gas shell collisions produced in non-
terminal outbursts is still an open issue. However, some clues
favour the terminal SN explosion for SN 2011ht, including the
late-time luminosity decline marginally consistent with the 56Co
decay rate (Mauerhan et al. 2013; Smith 2013, see also below).
Proving a connection of UGC5460-2010OT1/SN 2011ht
with LRNe would have important implications to our under-
standing of these gap transients. Hence, two scenarios are pro-
posed to explain the UGC5460-2010OT1/SN 2011ht sequence
of outbursts:
1. UGC5460-2010OT1 as an eruption of a single massive
star - The UGC5460-2010OT1 event was interpreted by a
number of authors (e.g. Mauerhan et al. 2013; Smith 2013;
Fraser et al. 2013) as a major instability of a massive star
approaching the core-collapse. The chain of events is either
consistent with the outburst of a super-AGB star followed
by an electron-capture SN explosion (Barkat 1971; Nomoto
1984;Wanajo et al 2009; Pumo et al. 2009), or that of a more
massive star (with M > 25 M⊙, Mauerhan et al. 2013) which
ends its life as a fall-back SN (Woosley & Weaver 1995;
Zampieri et al. 1998; Fryer 1999). In both cases, the out-
come is expected to be a 56Ni-poor (10−3 to 10−2 M⊙) core-
collapse SN, whose ejecta interact with H-rich CSM, con-
sistent with the observables of SN 2011ht (see, e.g., Smith
2013; Moriya et al. 2014; Chugai 2016). However, the above
interpretations were questioned by Humphreys et al. (2012),
who stated that the 2010 event was the initial manifestation
of an eruptive phase lasting many months, then producing
the shell-shell collision event known as SN 2011ht. Hence,
according to the later interpretation, SN 2011ht was a non-
terminal event. We note, however, that the existence of a
remarkably homogeneous family of SN 2011ht-like events
(sometimes dubbed SNe IIn-P)23 would favour a faint, 56Ni-
poor SN scenario for all of them (Mauerhan et al. 2013).
2. UGC5460-2010OT1 as a common envelope or a merging
event in a binary system - As an alternative to the single-
star eruption for UGC5460-2010OT1 (followed by a pos-
sible SN explosion), one may propose a common envelope
ejection scenario involving a massive binary system, eventu-
ally (although not necessarily) followed by a merging event.
This is analogous to the scenario suggested for NGC4490-
2011OT1 and LRNe, with the main difference being that
the merger producing UGC5460-2010OT1 is followed a few
months later by a much more luminous outburst, SN 2011ht.
Again, SN 2011ht can be interpreted as a shell-shell collision
event or as a terminal core-collapse SN. According to the lat-
ter interpretation, the primary star of the binary progenitor
system of UGC5460-2010OT1would be an evolved massive
hypergiant likely exploding as a SN soon after the binary
interaction outburst or the coalescence.24 A physical expla-
nation for the UGC5460-2010OT1 outburst as a LRN-like
event would have important implications, and UGC5460-
2010OT1/SN 2011ht would become a reference object in
predicting the latest evolution of massive binary systems.
Only a continued post-outburst monitoring wll shed light to
the final fate of LRN progenitors and, most importantly, if they
will encounter a sequence of outbursts similar to those of the
progenitor of UGC5460-2010OT1/SN 2011ht. A sketch outlin-
ing the scenarios described above for double-peak transients and
their possible evolutionary paths is in Fig. 17. Whether these
predictions are realistic should be tested through detailed data
modelling, post-outbursts follow-up and surveying known pre-
merger candidates (Sect. 5.5).
5.5. Chronicle of an Embrace Foretold
We have seen that a growing number of merger candidates are
discovered and studied after the coalescence outburst. How-
ever, very little is known about their precursor systems. Contact
eclipsing binaries such as TY Pup have been proposed as progen-
itor candidates of RNe/LRNe (Sarotsakulchai et al. 2018). In this
context, we should mention a couple of stellar systems which
might merge in very short time scales (a few years).
KIC 9832227 is a complex stellar system formed by a con-
tact binary with total mass of about 1.7 M⊙, with a mass ra-
tio q ∼ 0.23, plus a possible very low-mass third component
of ∼ 0.1 M⊙ (Molnar et al. 2017b). Calculations based on light
curve information have predicted with a surprisingly high pre-
cision that the contact binary in KIC 9832227 should merge
on year 2022.2 ± 0.6 (Molnar et al. 2015, 2017a,b). The co-
alescence involving low-mass stars is expected to generate a
23 This subclass of SNe IIn, first defined by Mauerhan et al. (2013), is
characterized by narrow P Cygni line spectra and optical light curves
resembling those of SNe II-P, especially in the red-to-NIR bands. The
group, along with SN 2011ht (Roming et al. 2012; Mauerhan et al.
2013) includes: SN 1994W (Sollerman et al. 1998; Chugai et al. 2004),
SN 2005cl (Kiewe et al. 2012), and SN 2009kn (Kankare et al. 2012).
24 The evolutionary channel here discussed is somewhat similar to that
proposed by a number of authors for the the Type II SN 1987A (see
Morris 2018, and references therein), although occurring in different
time scales, as in that case the merging event occurred 20 000 years ago
(Morris & Podsiadlowski 2007).
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Fig. 17. Sketch showing the possible evolutionary paths for RNe (top) and LRNe (bottom). Plausible scenarios for double-peak transients include
eruptive phases of the evolution of moderate to high mass stars (with a shell ejection impacting pre-existing CSM), a common envelope ejection
in a binary system formed by non-degenerate stars, and eventually (though not necessarily) a merging event with gas outflow interacting with a
circumstellar shell. If the primary is an evolved high-mass star (with a MMS > 7 − 8 M⊙), or the resulting merger is massive enough, the final
outcome may be a core-collapse SN explosion, likely similar to SN 2011ht.
low-luminosity RN event, similar to V1309 Sco (Mason et al.
2010; Tylenda et al. 2011). We note, however, that a recent
study (Socia et al. 2018) questioned the coalescence prediction
of Molnar et al.
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On the other extreme of the mass/luminosity function, an ap-
proaching merging has been proposed for another stellar sys-
tem, VFTS 352 in 30 Dor (in the Large Magellanic Cloud). It is
formed by two O-type stars, and the two components have nearly
identical masses (28-29 M⊙ each; Almeida et al. 2015). The
most likely outcome for this system is a stellar merger producing
a transient more luminous than a RN (Soker & Tylenda 2006).
This is very similar to the scenario proposed by Smith et al.
(2015) for the LRN NGC4490-2011OT1.
The different scenarios discussed in Sect. 5.4 can also be pro-
posed for VFTS 352. If the chemical evolution of the binary re-
mains homogeneous, the two stellar components would remain
blue, luminous and compact, avoiding the coalescence but main-
taining a fast rotation rate (de Mink et al. 2009). The two stars
of the system are expected to individually evolve as WRs, fi-
nally exploding as stripped-envelope SNe, possibly generating a
double black hole system (Almeida et al. 2015).
Alternatively, the outcome of the coalescence of the two
VFTS 352 components might also be an initially fast-rotating
massive star in a low-metallicity environment. The resulting star
is expected to end its life producing a SN, possibly associated
with a long gamma-ray burst (L-GRB, Yoon & Langer 2005;
Woosley & Heger 2006); but see discussion in Almeida et al.
(2015). However, if the merger embedded in a dense CSM also
retains a significant fraction of its H envelope, this would pro-
duce a normal core-collapse SN without a L-GRB. In this case,
the ejecta would interact with the H-rich CSM, likely producing
an event similar to SN 2011ht (Mauerhan et al. 2013).
Although none of the NGC4490-2011OT1-like objects pre-
sented in this paper has been followed so far by a SN explosion,
long-duration, post-outburst photometric monitoring is neces-
sary to verify if they will eventually produce an ejecta-CSM in-
teracting SN like SN 2011ht in relatively short time scales.
6. Conclusions
We have presented new optical observations of a sample of
LRNe showing a characteristic double-peaked light curve. Their
intrinsic colours are very blue during the first peak, typically
ranging from B − V ≈ 0 to 0.8 mag. The second peak has a
much redder colour, with B − V ≈ 0.6 to 1.5 mag. The time
span between the blue and red peaks depends on the filter con-
sidered, and is different among the objects of our sample, rang-
ing from about 2.5 to over 4 months in the V band. During the
blue peak, the spectra show a blue continuum and prominent
Balmer lines in emission, with typical vFWHM of a few hundreds
km s−1. During the red peak, the spectra become remarkably
similar to those of a late-G to K star, with a redder continuum
and a forest of metal lines, while H features are only barely de-
tected. At late phases, molecular bands are shown by the optical
spectra of at least four LRNe (NGC4490-2011OT1,UGC12307-
2013OT1, M101-2015OT1 and AT 2017jfs), in analogy to that
observed in some Galactic RNe (e.g. V838 Mon, V4332 Sgr and
V1309 Sco). In contrast with the lower-mass stellar systems pro-
ducing RNe, the progenitors of LRNe are likely massive bina-
ries, although both RNe and LRNe are probably the consequence
of a common envelope ejection plus a stellar merging event
Smith et al. (2016); Blagorodnova et al. (2017); Mauerhan et al.
(2018).
On the other hand, we have also found remarkable analo-
gies between LRNe and UGC5460-2010OT1, the outburst pre-
cursor of the Type IIn-P SN 2011ht: the double-peaked light
curve, and the first spectrum of SN 2011ht closely resembles
that of LRNe at the epoch of the red light curve peak. A
pre-SN eruption followed by a core-collapse SN was a rea-
sonable explanation proposed by a number of authors (e.g.
Mauerhan et al. 2013), although others suggested that the whole
cycle of UGC5460-2010OT1/SN 2011ht variability was the dis-
play of a long-duration eruptive phase of a still-living massive
star (Humphreys et al. 2012), with the SN IIn-P observables be-
ing consistent with circumstellar shell-shell interaction (as sug-
gested by Dessart et al. 2009, for the Type IIn-P SN 1994W).We
speculate that this striking similarity may connect UGC5460-
2010OT1 with LRNe, hence to a pre-SN merging event.
A massive star resulting from a merging event is predicted
to explode with some delay with respect the lifetime of a sin-
gle star with the same mass (Zapartas et al. 2017). For this rea-
son, studying the stellar population in galaxies hosting LRNe is
necessary to test the robustness of the merger channel proposed
in this paper for massive stars. Combining an increased sample
of LRNe with high-cadence photometric monitoring in the opti-
cal and IR domains, good resolution spectroscopy, and detailed
studies of their environments is crucial to clarify the nature of
LRNe, hence predicting their fate.
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Table 8. Unpublished Dutch 0.92m telescope photometry of SN 1997bs.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
19/04/97 50557.62 17.41 (0.12) 17.65 (0.05) 17.22 (0.04) 16.82 (0.03) -
27/04/97 50565.67 17.45 (0.10) 17.71 (0.03) 17.24 (0.04) 16.86 (0.03) 16.54 (0.03)
03/01/98 50816.83 - - - >21.9 -
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Table 4. Photometry of NGC4490-2011OT1.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
02/02/04 53037.86 - - >19.38 - - 1
09/03/04 53073.89 - - >19.85 - - 1
24/03/04 53088.96 - - >19.36 - - 1
16/04/04 53111.76 - - >19.71 - - 1
29/04/04 53124.68 - - >20.14 - - 1
13/06/04 53169.73 - - >19.20 - - 1
31/12/04 53370.91 - - >19.31 - - 1
31/03/05 53460.85 - - >19.29 - - 1
12/04/05 53472.78 - - >19.42 - - 1
05/06/05 53526.69 - - >19.75 - - 1
13/06/05 53534.66 - - >19.48 - - 1
11/01/06 53746.86 - - >19.13 - - 1
22/01/06 53758.02 - - >19.37 - - 1
02/03/06 53796.84 - - >19.38 - - 1
09/03/06 53803.84 - - >19.45 - - 1
09/04/06 53834.70 - - >19.37 - - 1
29/04/06 53854.81 - - >18.89 - - 1
30/04/06 53855.73 - - >19.47 - - 1
06/05/06 53861.73 - - >19.44 - - 1
11/05/06 53866.81 - - >19.66 - - 1
28/05/06 53883.69 - - >19.27 - - 1
16/06/06 53902.79 - - >18.79 - - 1
25/02/07 54156.84 - - >18.72 - - 1
09/03/07 54168.99 - - >19.49 - - 1
17/03/07 54176.71 - - >19.20 - - 1
19/04/07 54209.85 - - >19.29 - - 1
12/05/07 54232.80 - - >19.04 - - 1
25/05/07 54245.70 - - >19.48 - - 1
20/06/07 54271.77 - - >18.94 - - 1
18/12/07 54453.05 - - >19.42 - - 1
12/02/08 54508.81 - - >19.45 - - 1
19/02/08 54515.77 - - >19.33 - - 1
11/03/08 54536.76 - - >19.09 - - 1
18/03/09 54908.45 - - >20.94 - - 2
23/03/08 54548.91 - - >19.09 - - 1
03/04/08 54559.71 - - >19.21 - - 1
12/04/08 54568.68 - - >19.30 - - 1
28/04/08 54584.76 - - >19.11 - - 1
08/05/08 54594.82 - - >19.93 - - 1
11/06/08 54628.69 - - >19.15 - - 1
19/11/08 54790.02 - - >19.47 - - 1
07/12/08 54807.95 - - >18.78 - - 1
23/01/09 54855.05 - >22.21 >21.89 >21.91 >21.55 3
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
30/01/09 54861.80 - - >19.30 - - 1
01/03/09 54891.85 - - >19.68 - - 1
16/03/09 54906.93 - - >19.63 - - 1
24/03/09 54914.92 - - >19.56 - - 1
25/04/09 54946.65 - - >19.01 - - 4
25/04/09 54946.70 - - >20.01 - - 1
06/05/09 54957.81 - - >20.38 - - 2
14/05/09 54965.73 - - >21.51 - - 2
15/05/09 54966.83 - - >20.61 - - 2
17/05/09 54968.58 - - >18.89 - - 4
17/05/09 54968.77 - - >20.74 - - 2
18/05/09 54969.75 - - >19.67 - - 1
21/05/09 54972.75 - - >20.23 - - 2
11/06/09 54994.48 - - >18.92 - - 4
06/07/09 55018.73 - - >20.90 - - 2
19/07/09 55032.49 - - >18.81 - - 4
10/11/09 55146.01 - - >19.90 - - 1
17/12/09 55183.02 - - >19.39 - - 1
10/01/10 55207.58 - - >18.25 - - 4
10/02/10 55238.04 - >22.46 >21.68 >21.46 - 3
07/03/10 55263.38 - - >18.41 - - 4
13/03/10 55300.46 - - - >19.67 - 5
13/03/10 55300.46 - - - >19.49 - 5
14/03/10 55269.79 - - >19.59 - - 1
17/03/10 55272.91 - - >19.22 - - 1
18/03/10 55273.89 - - >19.50 - - 1
19/03/10 55274.78 - - >19.31 - - 1
20/03/10 55275.79 - - >19.33 - - 1
21/03/10 55276.85 - - >19.67 - - 1
11/04/10 55297.68 - - >19.33 - - 1
09/05/10 55325.82 - - >19.66 - - 1
13/05/10 55330.41 - - - >20.32 - 5
15/05/10 55331.66 - - >19.07 - - 1
22/05/10 55338.75 - - >19.56 - - 1
22/05/10 55339.48 - - >19.37 - - 4
25/05/10 55342.48 >21.11 >22.59 >22.84 >22.17 - 6
28/05/10 55345.46 - - - >21.10 - 6
29/05/10 55346.47 - - - >22.41 - 6
24/06/10 55371.75 - - >19.36 - - 1
07/07/10 55385.49 - - >18.80 - - 4
10/08/10 55419.41 - - >18.28 - - 4
12/02/11 55604.62 - - >20.29 - - 4
01/03/11‡ 55621.70 - >20.52 - - - 2
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
02/03/11‡ 55622.67 - >19.92 - - - 2
08/03/11 55628.77 - - >19.63 - - 1
09/03/11 55629.64 - - - >19.27 - 7
11/03/11 55632.47 - - >20.57 - - 4
30/03/11 55650.80 - - >19.44 - - 1
31/03/11 55652.43 - - - >20.48 - 5
01/04/11 55652.50 - - - >19.86 - 7
02/04/11 55654.46 - - >20.19 - - 4
21/04/11 55657.53 - - - >19.67 - 8
27/04/11∗ 55678.67 - - >20.82 - - 1
01/05/11 55683.45 - - - >18.92 - 9
04/05/11∗ 55685.72 - - >21.02 - - 1
16/05/11 55698.49 - - >19.70 - - 4
24/05/11 55706.40 - - - >19.56 - 8
26/05/11 55708.35 - - - 20.787 (0.161) - 10
29/05/11 55711.36 - 22.250 (0.276) 21.933 (0.268) 20.667 (0.129) - 10
31/05/11‡ 55713.40 - - - 20.550 (0.068) - 11
11/06/11∗ 55723.77 - - 21.721 (0.450) - - 1
16/06/11 55729.49 - - >19.77 - - 4
16/08/11 55790.44 - - 17.450 (0.223) - - 4
17/08/11 55791.31 - 17.285 (0.051) 16.855 (0.056) 16.659 (0.049) 16.423 (0.091) 12
17/08/11 55791.40 - - 16.921 (0.138) - - 4
18/08/11 55792.32 - 17.115 (0.063) 16.770 (0.067) 16.490 (0.065) 16.274 (0.059) 12
18/08/11 55792.40 - - 16.711 (0.102) - - 4
19/08/11† 55793.37 - - - 16.407 (0.057) - 13
19/08/11 55793.40 - - 16.686 (0.094) - - 4
20/08/11 55794.38 15.919 (0.017) 17.001 (0.010) 16.643 (0.007) 16.371 (0.006) 16.132 (0.008) 14
20/08/11 55794.39 - - 16.631 (0.123) - - 4
22/08/11 55796.40 - - 16.642 (0.101) - - 4
23/08/11 55797.33 - 16.935 (0.036) 16.641 (0.050) 16.420 (0.051) 16.164 (0.051) 12
24/08/11 55798.40 - - 16.625 (0.132) - - 4
25/08/11 55799.30 - 16.931 (0.040) 16.550 (0.047) 16.308 (0.059) 16.032 (0.069) 12
27/08/11 55801.34 - 16.975 (0.140) 16.635 (0.050) 16.349 (0.037) 16.120 (0.071) 12
28/08/11 55802.34 - 16.994 (0.035) 16.655 (0.045) 16.363 (0.040) 16.126 (0.044) 12
28/08/11 55802.38 - - 16.688 (0.140) - - 4
29/08/11 55803.39 - - 16.824 (0.130) - - 4
01/09/11 55806.34 - 17.161 (0.103) 17.007 (0.055) 16.574 (0.057) 16.492 (0.179) 12
01/09/11 55806.39 - - 17.024 (0.114) - - 4
06/09/11 55811.37 - - 17.335 (0.192) - - 4
09/09/11 55814.29 - - 17.577 (0.101) 17.383 (0.064) - 12
09/09/11 55814.37 - - 17.558 (0.232) - - 4
12/09/11 55817.31 - 18.411 (0.483) 17.672 (0.147) 17.445 (0.170) 16.953 (0.184) 12
12/09/11 55817.36 - - 17.680 (0.323) - - 4
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
14/09/11 55819.33 - - - 17.444 (0.073) 17.024 (0.161) 12
14/09/11 55819.36 - - 17.750 (0.303) - - 4
17/09/11 55822.35 - - 17.897 (0.263) - - 4
21/09/11 55826.25 - - 17.972 (0.374) - - 4
22/09/11 55827.29 - - 17.991 (0.096) 17.615 (0.079) 17.073 (0.091) 12
23/09/11 55828.35 - - 18.001 (0.393) - - 4
25/09/11 55830.27 - - 18.045 (0.215) 17.616 (0.282) - 12
26/09/11 55831.26 - 18.992 (0.166) 18.016 (0.062) - - 12
27/09/11 55832.27 - - - 17.609 (0.340) 17.111 (0.360) 12
30/09/11 55835.27 - 19.224 (0.285) 18.015 (0.125) - - 12
30/09/11 55835.35 - - 18.010 (0.290) - - 4
03/10/11 55838.27 - - - 17.597 (0.197) 17.100 (0.106) 12
03/10/11 55838.34 - - 17.972 (0.275) - - 4
05/10/11 55840.25 - - - 17.671 (0.208) 17.109 (0.223) 12
05/10/11 55840.34 - - 17.970 (0.377) - - 4
15/10/11 55849.76 - - 17.898 (0.289) - - 4
01/11/11 55867.32 - - - 17.1 - 15
17/11/11∗ 55882.99 - - 17.424 (0.079) - - 1
19/11/11 55884.73 - - 17.288 (0.234) - - 4
21/11/11 55886.70 18.268 (0.096) 18.276 (0.053) 17.241 (0.026) 16.613 (0.022) 16.105 (0.032) 10
28/11/11 55893.64 17.667 (0.099) 17.910 (0.043) 16.968 (0.022) 16.410 (0.024) 15.875 (0.018) 10
08/12/11 55903.68 - - - 16.233 (0.036) - 14
09/12/11 55905.07 17.694 (0.335) 17.686 (0.054) 16.714 (0.021) 16.186 (0.023) 15.666 (0.013) 3
15/12/11 55911.09 17.662 (0.061) 17.642 (0.021) 16.636 (0.014) 16.096 (0.011) 15.556 (0.009) 3
17/12/11 55912.66 17.742 (0.085) 17.642 (0.023) 16.655 (0.008) 16.069 (0.009) 15.574 (0.007) 16
18/12/11 55913.60 - - 16.638 (0.154) - - 4
22/12/11 55917.73 17.672 (0.033) 17.673 (0.010) 16.612 (0.007) 16.050 (0.005) 15.529 (0.006) 14
24/12/11 55919.63 17.737 (0.118) 17.684 (0.033) 16.630 (0.019) 16.027 (0.027) 15.561 (0.040) 17
24/12/11 55919.70 17.877 (0.072) 17.686 (0.022) 16.603 (0.011) 16.006 (0.008) 15.492 (0.005) 16
27/12/11 55921.54 - - 16.534 (0.118) - - 4
31/12/11 55926.67 - - 16.409 (0.119) - - 4
04/01/12∗ 55930.87 - - 16.444 (0.053) - - 1
05/01/12 55931.59 17.891 (0.280) 17.511 (0.036) 16.382 (0.019) 15.857 (0.018) 15.346 (0.016) 16
06/01/12 55933.01 17.697 (0.077) 17.506 (0.011) 16.409 (0.011) 15.850 (0.009) 15.317 (0.007) 3
07/01/12 55933.61 - - 16.389 (0.119) - - 4
09/01/12 55935.61 17.926 (0.197) 17.523 (0.019) 16.413 (0.013) 15.806 (0.009) 15.290 (0.008) 16
11/01/12 55937.61 - 17.563 (0.039) 16.413 (0.026) 15.836 (0.027) 15.310 (0.027) 12
13/01/12 55939.63 - 17.548 (0.023) 16.411 (0.009) 15.784 (0.010) 15.269 (0.008) 16
16/01/12 55942.63 17.994 (0.041) - - - - 16
17/01/12 55943.64 - 17.596 (0.018) 16.436 (0.009) 15.787 (0.017) 15.247 (0.010) 16
18/01/12‡ 55944.55 - - - 15.794 (0.053) - 10
21/01/12 55947.67 - 17.707 (0.028) 16.470 (0.012) 15.802 (0.008) 15.286 (0.007) 10
23/01/12 55950.37 - 17.812 (0.041) 16.526 (0.015) 15.867 (0.014) 15.387 (0.013) 10
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
26/01/12 55952.56 - - 16.525 (0.097) - - 4
27/01/12 55953.58 - 17.890 (0.022) 16.567 (0.009) 15.887 (0.014) 15.358 (0.008) 16
27/01/12 55953.65 18.498 (0.056) - - - - 16
28/01/12 55954.59 18.400 (0.147) 17.873 (0.040) 16.567 (0.021) 15.887 (0.054) 15.385 (0.034) 10
28/01/12 55954.69 - - - 15.904 (0.090) - 6
29/01/12∗ 55955.02 - - 16.606 (0.102) - - 1
30/01/12 55956.58 - 18.005 (0.056) 16.639 (0.028) 15.940 (0.011) 15.408 (0.020) 10
02/02/12 55960.07 - - - 15.990 (0.011) - 2
03/02/12 55961.46 - - 16.719 (0.057) 15.991 (0.050) 15.478 (0.087) 12
05/02/12 55963.01 - - - 16.100 (0.015) - 2
09/02/12 55966.51 - 18.568 (0.138) 17.057 (0.039) 16.184 (0.036) 15.655 (0.034) 12
11/02/12 55968.63 19.452 (0.332) 18.889 (0.070) 17.207 (0.036) 16.382 (0.024) 15.804 (0.022) 17
17/02/12 55974.52 - - 17.733 (0.160) - - 4
18/02/12 55975.64 20.319 (0.365) 19.698 (0.122) 17.941 (0.050) 17.007 (0.023) 16.266 (0.027) 10
22/02/12∗ 55979.99 - - 18.571 (0.076) - - 1
26/02/12 55983.54 - - 18.683 (0.079) 17.635 (0.039) 16.727 (0.020) 10
26/02/12 55983.59 - 20.379 (0.300) 18.671 (0.118) 17.638 (0.058) 16.737 (0.026) 16
27/02/12∗ 55984.82 - - 18.938 (0.196) - - 1
29/02/12 55986.56 20.909 (0.460) 20.606 (0.156) 18.969 (0.062) 17.873 (0.048) 16.884 (0.051) 17
01/03/12 55987.58 - 20.772 (0.135) 19.061 (0.051) 17.980 (0.027) 16.938 (0.012) 16
01/03/12† 55987.61 - - - 17.972 (0.081) - 14
01/03/12 55988.49 - - 19.122 (0.416) - - 4
02/03/12 55989.44 - 21.022 (0.356) 19.322 (0.167) 18.071 (0.044) 16.979 (0.041) 16
04/03/12∗ 55990.76 - - 19.342 (0.407) - - 1
06/03/12 55992.59 - - 19.528 (0.286) 18.204 (0.099) 17.128 (0.079) 16
10/03/12 55996.62 - - >19.59 - - 4
12/03/12 55998.53 - - 19.911 (0.471) 18.679 (0.256) 17.348 (0.071) 16
12/03/12 55998.64 - - 19.939 (0.141) 18.723 (0.050) 17.331 (0.061) 17
14/03/12 56000.59 - - 20.098 (0.120) 18.863 (0.051) 17.561 (0.033) 16
14/03/12 56001.42 - - 20.155 (0.363) 18.975 (0.205) 17.555 (0.075) 12
17/03/12∗ 56003.71 - - 20.231 (0.373) - - 1
20/03/12 56007.51 - - 20.524 (0.233) 19.338 (0.085) 17.840 (0.036) 16
24/03/12 56011.42 - - 20.820 (0.313) 19.563 (0.137) 18.033 (0.046) 17
27/03/12 56013.53 - 22.412 (0.617) 21.156 (0.315) 19.589 (0.081) 18.106 (0.051) 10
28/03/12 56014.50 - - 21.257 (0.244) 19.768 (0.109) 18.291 (0.047) 16
28/03/12† 56015.49 - - - 19.553 (0.213) - 10
30/03/12 56016.95 - - - 19.865 (0.171) - 2
01/04/12∗ 56018.71 - - 21.869 (0.442) - - 1
03/04/12 56020.77 - - - 20.284 (0.471) - 2
05/04/12 56022.83 - - - 20.164 (0.316) - 2
07/04/12 56024.92 - - - >19.89 - 2
09/04/12 56026.97 - - - 20.337 (0.458) - 2
17/04/12 56034.52 - - - 20.969 (0.444) 19.447 (0.176) 10
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
17/04/12 56034.96 - - - 21.110 (0.625) - 2
20/04/12∗ 56037.69 - - >20.84 - - 1
20/04/12 56037.95 - - - >19.87 - 2
23/04/12 56040.72 - - - >21.04 - 2
24/04/12 56040.59 - - >22.81 - - 17
24/04/12 56040.60 - - - 21.309 (0.282) 19.671 (0.088) 17
29/04/12 56046.71 - - - >20.80 - 2
01/05/12 56048.62 - - 23.349 (0.277) 21.804 (0.089) 20.101 (0.084) 14
01/05/12 56048.80 - - - >20.78 - 2
03/05/12 56050.87 - - - >19.87 - 2
09/05/12 56056.42 - - >23.59 - - 13
09/05/12 56056.55 - - - 22.142 (0.156) 20.352 (0.111) 13
12/05/12 56059.70 - - - >21.16 - 2
14/05/12 56061.73 - - - >21.06 - 2
15/05/12‡ 56062.66 - - - - 20.611 (0.155) 18
15/05/12 56063.50 - - - 22.335 (0.210) 20.512 (0.087) 17
16/05/12 56063.71 - - - >21.08 - 2
19/05/12∗ 56066.82 - - >20.73 - - 1
20/05/12 56067.79 - - - >21.00 - 2
22/05/12 56069.85 - - - >21.04 - 2
24/05/12‡ 56071.54 - - - 22.528 (0.230) 20.891 (0.163) 19
29/05/12 56076.76 - - - >21.10 - 2
06/11/12 56237.65 - - - >20.72 - 10
19/11/12 56251.76 - - - >22.23 - 16
10/01/13 56302.97 - - >20.04 - - 1
13/01/13 56306.00 - - >19.64 - - 1
18/01/13 56311.03 - - >19.90 - - 1
22/01/13 56314.87 - - >19.62 - - 1
01/02/13 56324.85 - - - >20.09 - 2
04/02/13 56327.91 - - - >19.70 - 2
05/02/13 56328.98 - - - >20.47 - 2
06/02/13 56329.99 - - - >20.13 - 2
07/02/13 56331.00 - - - >20.98 - 2
09/02/13 56332.72 - - - >22.12 - 10
01/03/13 56352.99 - - >19.39 - - 1
03/03/13 56354.77 - - - >19.24 - 2
04/03/13 56355.79 - - - >19.62 - 2
05/03/13 56356.76 - - - >20.23 - 2
06/03/13 56357.74 - - - >19.46 - 2
11/03/13 56362.88 - - - >19.78 - 2
12/03/13 56363.86 - - - >20.13 - 2
15/03/13 56366.80 - - - >20.40 - 2
16/03/13 56367.95 - - - >18.91 - 2
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
18/03/13 56369.94 - - - >20.47 - 2
20/03/13 56371.73 - - - >19.80 - 2
20/03/13 56371.89 - - >19.94 - - 1
21/03/13 56372.81 - - - >19.76 - 2
23/03/13 56374.73 - - >19.77 - - 1
23/03/13 56374.95 - - - >20.03 - 2
25/03/13 56376.75 - - - >20.26 - 2
31/03/13 56382.69 - - - >20.67 - 2
03/04/13 56385.83 - - - >20.36 - 2
04/04/13 56386.85 - - - >20.71 - 2
10/04/13 56392.79 - - - >19.93 - 2
11/04/13 56393.85 - - - >20.38 - 2
12/04/13 56394.64 - - - >20.02 - 2
13/04/13 56395.69 - - - >20.18 - 2
14/04/13 56396.85 - - >19.88 - - 1
18/04/13 56400.69 - - - >20.10 - 2
19/04/13 56401.70 - - - >20.37 - 2
20/04/13 56402.70 - - - >20.37 - 2
21/04/13 56403.70 - - - >20.75 - 2
22/04/13 56404.70 - - - >20.65 - 2
23/04/13 56405.78 - - - >20.34 - 2
01/05/13 56413.77 - - - >20.21 - 2
04/05/13 56416.75 - - - >20.78 - 2
05/05/13 56417.66 - - >19.71 - - 1
05/05/13 56417.84 - - - >19.59 - 2
11/05/13 56423.78 - - - >20.29 - 2
12/05/13 56424.83 - - - >20.69 - 2
13/05/13 56425.83 - - - >20.37 - 2
14/05/13 56426.78 - - - >19.85 - 2
15/05/13 56427.79 - - - >19.65 - 2
16/05/13 56428.83 - - - >20.28 - 2
17/05/13 56429.67 - - - >20.75 - 2
20/05/13 56432.73 - - - >21.02 - 2
21/05/13 56433.72 - - - >20.90 - 2
22/05/13 56434.76 - - - >19.65 - 2
07/06/13 56450.74 - - >19.68 - - 1
16/06/13 56459.75 - - - >20.60 - 2
17/06/13 56460.75 - - - >20.68 - 2
18/06/13 56461.74 - - - >21.04 - 2
19/06/13 56462.75 - - - >20.68 - 2
20/06/13 56463.73 - - - >20.86 - 2
12/12/13 56638.69 - - >22.11 >22.01 - 12
12/12/13 56638.71 - - - >22.07 - 12
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
08/01/14† 56665.51 - - - >21.17 - 10
22/02/14 56710.93 - - >19.90 - - 1
12/03/14 56728.82 - - >19.76 - - 1
22/03/14 56738.98 - - - >20.23 - 2
26/03/14 56742.87 - - >19.51 - - 1
01/04/14 56748.73 - - >19.24 - - 1
05/04/14 56752.90 - - - >19.97 - 2
09/04/14 56756.87 - - >19.27 - - 1
27/04/14 56774.78 - - >19.60 - - 1
01/05/14 56778.82 - - - >20.22 - 2
03/05/14 56780.79 - - - >20.58 - 2
04/05/14 56781.79 - - - >20.51 - 2
05/05/14 56782.75 - - >19.72 - - 1
05/05/14 56782.84 - - - >20.45 - 2
09/05/14 56786.82 - - - >20.60 - 2
10/05/14 56787.81 - - - >20.45 - 2
11/05/14 56788.72 - - - >19.35 - 2
12/05/14 56789.76 - - - >20.49 - 2
13/05/14 56790.73 - - - >19.85 - 2
14/05/14 56791.74 - - - >19.51 - 2
15/05/14 56792.74 - - - >19.83 - 2
17/05/14 56794.79 - - - >20.38 - 2
18/05/14 56795.78 - - - >20.36 - 2
19/05/14 56796.81 - - - >19.97 - 2
25/05/14 56802.76 - - - >20.81 - 2
26/05/14 56803.75 - - - >20.77 - 2
27/05/14 56804.75 - - - >20.87 - 2
28/05/14 56805.75 - - - >20.52 - 2
02/06/14 56810.69 - - >19.63 - - 1
22/06/14 56830.79 - - >18.92 - - 1
02/07/14 56840.70 - - >19.62 - - 1
23/01/15 57045.89 - - >19.36 - - 1
09/02/15 57062.90 - - >19.34 - - 1
20/02/15 57073.83 - - >19.93 - - 1
13/03/15 57094.86 - - >19.84 - - 1
24/03/15 57105.72 - - >19.33 - - 1
30/03/15 57111.71 - - >19.34 - - 1
13/04/15 57125.81 - - >19.42 - - 1
11/05/15 57153.76 - - >19.54 - - 1
23/05/15 57165.69 - - >19.67 - - 1
29/05/15 57171.70 - - >19.77 - - 1
07/12/16‡ 57729.72 - - - >22.40 - 10
24/01/17‡ 57777.52 - - - >21.77 - 10
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Table 4. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
28/03/17‡ 57841.48 - - - >22.08 - 10
23/12/17‡ 58110.68 - - - >19.80 - 20
Notes. 1 = 68/76cm CSS Schmidt Telescope + SI 600-277 CCD; 2 = 1.2m S. Oschin Telescope (PTF) + CHF12K CCD Mosaic; 3 = 2.0m Faulkes Telescope North + EM01; 4 = 0.356m
C14 Telescope (Monte Maggiore Observatory) + Starlight MX 916; 5 = 0.53m Telescope (Montarrenti Observatory) + Apogee Alta U47 CCD; 6 = 2.54m Isaac Newton Telescope + WFC
(chip 4); 7 = 0.356m C14 Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre) + kaf0260 CCD; 8 = 0.51m Lotti Telescope (Monte Agliale Observatory) + FLI 4710 Proline CCD; 9 = 0.30m Maioni
Telescope (Cortina) + SBIG ST-8 CCD; 10 = 1.82m Ekar Copernico Telescope + AFOSC; 11 = 4.2m William Herschel Telescope + ACAM; 12 = Ekar 67/92cm Schmidt Telecope + Sbig
STL-11000M + KAI-11000M CCD; 13 = 3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo + Dolores; 14 = 2.56m Nordic Optical Telescope + ALFOSC; 15 = unfiltered observation taken from the TOCP
page http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/unconf/followups/J12304185+4137492.html; 16 = 2.0m Liverpool Telescope + RATCam; 17 = 2.2m Calar Alto Telescope + CAFOS; 18 = 2 × 8.4m Large
Binocular Telescope +MODS; 19 = 10.4m Gran Telescopio Canarias + OSIRIS; 20 = 67/92cm Schmidt Telescope +Moravian G4-16000LC + KAF-16803 CCD.
Additional information: † Unfiltered data, calibrated to Johnson-Cousins R. ‡ Sloan g, r, i filters, magnitudes converted to Johnson-Cousins B, R and I. ∗ Unfiltered, template-subtracted CRTS
photometry. The template was obtained by stacking good-quality CRTS images collected during 2014 and 2015. The unfiltered data were then reported to Johnson-Cousins V adopting a colour
correction as in Drake et al. (2013).
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Table 5. Photometry of NGC3437-2011OT1.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
24/11/03† 52967.96 - - - >18.01 - 1
28/01/04† 53032.84 - - - >18.47 - 1
Stack Nov03-Mar04†,∗ 53045.43 - - - >20.10 - 1
13/02/04† 53048.92 - - - >18.44 - 1
18/03/04† 53082.71 - - - >18.22 - 1
30/03/04† 53094.73 - - - >18.35 - 1
14/04/04‡ 53109.68 - - - >18.14 - 1
Stack Apr04-May04‡,∗ 53119.23 - - - >19.71 - 1
03/05/04‡ 53128.77 - - - >17.96 - 1
02/12/04 53341.98 - - >18.62 - - 1
14/12/04 53353.99 - - >18.34 - - 1
09/01/05 53379.85 - - >18.45 - - 1
16/01/05 53386.84 - - >18.61 - - 1
01/02/05 53402.89 - - >18.34 - - 1
Stack Dec04-May05∗ 53428.06 - - >21.44 - - 1
01/03/05 53430.82 - - >18.31 - - 1
09/03/05 53438.79 - - >18.71 - - 1
21/03/05 53451.42 - - - >19.77 - 2
01/04/05 53461.71 - - >18.36 - - 1
10/04/05 53470.73 - - >18.51 - - 1
17/04/05 53477.65 - - >18.61 - - 1
30/04/05 53490.70 - - >18.56 - - 1
10/05/05 53500.73 - - >18.51 - - 1
29/10/05 53673.35 - - >18.44 - - 1
06/12/05 53711.53 - - >18.21 - - 1
24/12/05 53729.57 - - >18.24 - - 1
02/01/06 53738.56 - - >18.24 - - 1
04/01/06 53740.71 - - >18.14 - - 1
22/01/06 53758.10 - - >18.56 - - 1
27/01/06 53763.44 - - >18.53 - - 1
Stack Oct05-Jun06∗ 53772.73 - - >21.54 - - 1
26/02/06 53793.69 - - >18.47 - - 1
28/02/06 53794.86 - - >18.78 - - 1
09/03/06 53804.06 - - >18.20 - - 1
24/03/06 53819.67 - - >18.31 - - 1
06/04/06 53831.83 - - >18.32 - - 1
25/04/06 53851.06 - - >18.48 - - 1
04/05/06 53860.13 - - >18.54 - - 1
16/06/06 53902.68 - - >18.48 - - 1
23/11/06 54062.95 - - >18.55 - - 1
25/12/06 54094.89 - - >18.33 - - 1
10/01/07 54111.00 - - >18.35 - - 1
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Table 5. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
17/01/07 54117.86 - - >18.20 - - 1
29/01/07 54129.88 - - >18.43 - - 1
10/02/07 54141.74 - - >18.38 - - 1
Stack Nov06-Jun07∗ 54170.45 - - >21.60 - - 1
12/03/07 54171.79 - - >18.18 - - 1
26/03/07 54185.70 - - >18.34 - - 1
11/04/07 54201.71 - - >18.32 - - 1
24/04/07 54214.67 - - >18.06 - - 1
10/05/07 54230.71 - - >18.25 - - 1
16/05/07 54236.73 - - >18.20 - - 1
24/06/07 54275.66 - - >17.85 - - 1
17/10/07 54390.99 - - >18.46 - - 1
30/10/07 54403.99 - - >18.81 - - 1
08/11/07 54412.98 - - >18.61 - - 1
18/11/07 54422.92 - - >18.69 - - 1
06/12/07 54440.98 - - >18.33 - - 1
15/12/07 54449.97 - - >18.34 - - 1
11/01/08 54476.90 - - >18.49 - - 1
02/02/08 54498.81 - - >18.40 - - 1
14/02/08 54510.81 - - >18.57 - - 1
Stack Oct07-Jun08∗ 54511.51 - - >21.49 - - 1
27/02/08 54523.89 - - >18.05 - - 1
03/03/08 54528.74 - - >18.46 - - 1
11/03/08 54536.68 - - >18.64 - - 1
24/03/08 54549.87 - - >18.45 - - 1
01/04/08 54557.65 - - >18.47 - - 1
08/04/08 54564.74 - - >18.58 - - 1
26/04/08 54582.70 - - >18.52 - - 1
07/05/08 54593.71 - - >18.32 - - 1
13/06/08 54630.70 - - >18.46 - - 1
24/06/08 54641.68 - - >18.42 - - 1
29/10/08 54769.00 - - >18.48 - - 1
30/11/08 54800.94 - - >18.26 - - 1
02/01/09 54833.90 - - >18.57 - - 1
20/01/09 54851.96 - - >18.44 - - 1
28/01/09 54859.87 - - >18.52 - - 1
04/02/09 54866.80 - - >18.41 - - 1
15/02/09 54877.90 - - >18.55 - - 1
21/02/09 54883.80 - - >18.50 - - 1
Stack Oct08-Jun09∗ 54887.34 - - >21.68 - - 1
03/03/09 54893.75 - - >18.61 - - 1
14/03/09 54904.79 - - - >19.27 - 3
17/03/09 54907.79 - - >18.65 - - 1
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Table 5. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
28/03/09 54918.67 - - >18.50 - - 1
03/04/09 54924.69 - - >18.57 - - 1
19/04/09 54940.71 - - >18.50 - - 1
24/05/09 54975.67 - - >18.76 - - 1
22/06/09 55004.66 - - >18.49 - - 1
19/11/09 55154.95 - - >18.55 - - 1
18/12/09 55183.95 - - >18.33 - - 1
22/01/10 55218.65 - - - >18.76 - 4
17/02/10 55244.82 - - >18.35 - - 1
04/03/10 55259.92 - - >18.43 - - 1
Stack Nov09-Jun10∗ 55267.20 - - >21.43 - - 1
13/03/10 55269.43 - - - >19.36 - 4
19/03/10 55274.82 - - >18.43 - - 1
25/03/10 55280.72 - - >18.10 - - 1
04/04/10 55290.65 - - >18.19 - - 1
16/04/10 55302.70 - - >18.37 - - 1
12/05/10 55328.76 - - >17.94 - - 1
03/06/10 55350.68 - - >18.41 - - 1
28/10/10∗ 55498.02 - - >20.83 - - 1
30/11/10∗ 55531.01 - - >20.81 - - 1
11/12/10∗ 55541.97 - - >20.64 - - 1
11/12/10 55541.97 - - - >19.5 - 5
03/01/11 55564.95 - - - 19.1 - 5
03/01/11∗ 55564.98 - - 19.132 (0.181) - - 1
10/01/11 55571.91 - - - 18.4 - 5
10/01/11∗ 55571.92 - - 18.688 (0.145) - - 1
11/01/11 55572.88 - - 18.913 (0.300) - - 6
13/01/11 55574.70 18.699 (0.075) 19.098 (0.242) 18.601 (0.212) 17.937 (0.020) 17.530 (0.020) 7
15/01/11 55576.71 - 19.205 (0.085) 18.644 (0.075) 18.025 (0.024) 17.580 (0.037) 8
18/01/11 55579.52 - 19.303 (0.186) 18.716 (0.183) 18.086 (0.027) 17.724 (0.051) 7
20/01/11 55581.54 - 19.389 (0.314) 18.829 (0.456) 18.152 (0.113) 17.780 (0.167) 7
24/01/11 55585.69 - - - 18.231 (0.407) - 9
24/01/11 55585.79 - 19.589 (0.078) 18.928 (0.046) 18.292 (0.086) 17.881 (0.077) 10
26/01/11 55587.75 19.491 (0.154) 19.679 (0.107) 19.014 (0.164) 18.389 (0.038) 17.912 (0.096) 10
28/01/11∗ 55589.94 - - 19.094 (0.166) - - 1
29/01/11 55590.52 - - - 18.335 (0.219) - 11
04/02/11 55596.60 - - - 18.343 (0.158) 17.847 (0.594) 7
05/02/11∗ 55597.95 - - 19.207 (0.255) - - 1
06/02/11 55598.55 - - - 18.326 (0.296) - 11
06/02/11 55598.57 - 19.876 (0.412) 19.201 (0.326) 18.329 (0.075) 17.881 (0.140) 7
07/02/11 55599.62 - - - 18.353 (0.272) - 4
10/02/11 55603.47 - - - 18.339 (0.240) - 11
12/02/11 55604.66 - - - 18.300 (0.142) - 10
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Table 5. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
26/02/11∗ 55618.71 - - 19.052 (0.169) - - 1
27/02/11 55619.56 - - - 18.199 (0.206) - 11
05/03/11∗ 55625.74 - - 18.993 (0.159) - - 1
08/03/11 55628.57 - - 18.960 (0.316) - - 12
14/03/11∗ 55634.77 - - 18.804 (0.150) - - 1
25/03/11 55645.64 - 19.451 (0.329) 18.497 (0.123) 17.865 (0.180) 17.253 (0.157) 10
27/03/11∗ 55647.69 - - 18.478 (0.135) - - 1
01/04/11 55653.49 - - 18.459 (0.253) - - 12
08/04/11∗ 55659.68 - - 18.466 (0.228) - - 1
11/04/11 55662.67 - 19.424 (0.194) 18.387 (0.228) 17.784 (0.102) 17.162 (0.210) 10
29/04/11∗ 55680.73 - - 18.431 (0.167) - - 1
01/05/11 55683.40 - - - 17.795 (0.309) - 13
08/05/11 55689.52 19.849 (0.506) 19.532 (0.123) 18.411 (0.092) 17.840 (0.095) 16.997 (0.040) 10
20/05/11 55702.48 - - 18.655 (0.354) - - 12
27/05/11∗ 55708.73 - - 18.750 (0.193) - - 1
10/06/11∗ 55722.69 - - 19.314 (0.370) - - 1
21/06/11 55734.45 - - 19.565 (0.580) - - 11
25/06/11 55738.46 >21.83 21.835 (0.246) 19.970 (0.119) 18.908 (0.192) 18.103 (0.140) 10
28/06/11∗ 55740.68 - - 20.145 (0.462) - - 1
31/10/11∗ 55865.96 - - >20.57 - - 1
15/11/11 55880.97 - - >18.37 - - 1
20/11/11 55885.70 - - - >22.74 >21.26 13
28/12/11 55923.98 - - >18.22 - - 1
02/01/12 55928.51 - - >19.27 - - 12
18/01/12 55944.98 - - >18.52 - - 1
30/01/12 55956.87 - - >18.34 - - 1
Stack Nov11-May12∗ 55963.70 - - >20.86 - - 1
18/02/12 55975.75 - - >17.87 - - 1
23/02/12 55980.91 - - >18.50 - - 1
29/02/12 55986.80 - - >18.38 - - 1
23/03/12 56009.93 - - - >19.64 - 3
24/03/12 56010.74 - - - >19.83 - 3
24/03/12 56010.83 - - >18.67 - - 1
25/03/12 56011.87 - - - >19.34 - 3
25/03/12 56012.43 - - >19.12 - - 12
27/03/12 56013.92 - - - >19.29 - 3
30/03/12 56016.67 - - >18.42 - - 1
28/04/12 56045.77 - - >18.57 - - 1
17/05/12 56064.71 - - >17.82 - - 1
24/05/12 56071.67 - - >18.10 - - 1
12/12/13 56638.67 - - - >21.33 - 14
06/01/13 56298.82 - - >18.64 - - 1
18/01/13 56310.91 - - >18.68 - - 1
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Table 5. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
02/02/13 56325.79 - - >18.34 - - 1
07/02/13 56330.91 - - >18.55 - - 1
18/02/13 56341.93 - - >18.52 - - 1
01/03/13 56352.94 - - >18.43 - - 1
12/03/13 56363.90 - - >18.91 - - 1
Stack Jan13-Jun13∗ 56360.59 - - >21.53 - - 1
19/03/13 56370.67 - - >18.38 - - 1
04/04/13 56386.68 - - >18.52 - - 1
16/04/13 56398.79 - - >18.46 - - 1
02/05/13 56414.66 - - >18.56 - - 1
03/06/13 56446.68 - - >18.35 - - 1
14/12/13 56640.95 - - >18.73 - - 1
26/12/13 56652.99 - - >18.28 - - 1
09/01/14 56666.91 - - >18.71 - - 1
23/01/14 56680.99 - - >18.57 - - 1
29/01/14 56686.86 - - >18.81 - - 1
06/02/14 56694.84 - - >18.39 - - 1
18/02/14 56706.90 - - >19.14 - - 1
24/02/14 56713.41 - - >19.22 - - 12
26/02/14 56714.87 - - >19.07 - - 1
05/03/14 56721.90 - - >18.71 - - 1
Stack Dec13-Jun14∗ 56724.70 - - >21.65 - - 1
21/03/14 56737.77 - - >17.45 - - 1
28/03/14 56744.77 - - >18.77 - - 1
04/04/14 56751.74 - - >18.82 - - 1
27/04/14 56774.67 - - >18.81 - - 1
01/05/14 56778.72 - - >18.23 - - 1
08/06/14 56816.70 - - >18.68 - - 1
23/06/14 56831.66 - - >18.59 - - 1
26/10/14 56957.01 - - >18.63 - - 1
24/11/14 56985.99 - - >18.56 - - 1
01/12/14 56992.93 - - >18.41 - - 1
24/12/14 57015.90 - - >18.55 - - 1
22/01/15 57044.98 - - >18.16 - - 1
09/02/15 57062.84 - - >18.41 - - 1
Stack Oct14-Jun15∗ 57076.54 - - >21.52 - - 1
26/02/15 57079.69 - - >18.40 - - 1
09/03/15 57090.93 - - >18.60 - - 1
10/03/15 57092.34 - - >19.00 - - 12
15/03/15 57096.74 - - >18.51 - - 1
21/03/15 57102.74 - - >18.43 - - 1
28/03/15 57109.76 - - >18.59 - - 1
18/04/15 57130.64 - - >18.34 - - 1
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Table 5. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 U B V R I
25/04/15 57137.63 - - >18.69 - - 1
10/05/15 57152.70 - - >18.47 - - 1
14/06/15 57187.66 - - >18.54 - - 1
11/01/18 58129.58 - - - > 19.94 - 15
Notes. 1 = 68/76cm CSS Schmidt Telescope + SI 600-277 CCD; 2 = 2.54m Isaac Newton Telescope + WFC (chip 4); 3 = 1.2m S. Oschin Telescope (PTF) + CHF12K CCD Mosaic; 4 = 0.51m
Lotti Telescope (Monte Agliale Observatory) + FLI 4710 Proline CCD; 5 = CBET 2637; 6 = 20-inch Telescope (New Mexico Skies); 7 = Liverpool Telescope + RATCam; 8 = 2.2m Calar Alto
Telescope + CAFOS; 9 = 0.35m Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre) + DTA KAF 0260 CCD; 10 = 3.58m New Technology Telescope + EFOSC2; 11 = 0.203m Meade Telescope (Clair
Observatory) + ST10-XME CCD; 12 = 0.356m C14 Telescope (Monte Maggiore Observatory) + Starlight MX 916; 13 = 1.82m Ekar Copernico Telescope + AFOSC; 14 = Ekar 67/92cm Schmidt
Telescope + SBIG CCD; 15 = Ekar 67/92cm Schmidt Telescope +Moravian G4-16000LC + KAF-16803 CCD.
Additional information: Detection limits on CRTS/CSS images, unless indicated, have been obtained on the original images.photometry. More accurate photometry has been computed on template-
subtracted CSS images obtained around the epoch of the outburst and on deep seasonal stacked images. The template has been constructed using good quality CSS images obtained in 2014 and
2015. The CRTS/CSS unfiltered magnitudes obtained from December 2004 have been reported to Johnson-Cousins V , while for images with the outburst detections, the colour correction suggested
by Drake et al. (2013) has been applied.
† CRTS/CSS Y filter data, converted to Johnson-Cousins R band. ‡ CRTS/CSS R-band data. ∗ Measures obtained with images after the template subtraction.
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Table 6. Photometry of UGC12307-2013OT1.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
20/08/04 53237.86 - - >20.97 - - 1
04/11/04 53313.68 - - >20.51 - - 1
12/11/04 53321.65 - - >19.65 - - 1
19/11/04 53328.63 - - >20.39 - - 1
09/12/04 53348.66 - - >20.52 - - 1
15/12/04 53354.69 - - >20.28 - - 1
10/06/05 53531.93 - - >20.97 - - 1
03/07/05 53554.89 - - >20.99 - - 1
08/07/05 53559.88 - - >21.11 - - 1
25/09/05 53638.90 - - >20.64 - - 1
30/09/05 53643.74 - - >21.08 - - 1
07/10/05 53650.73 - - >20.85 - - 1
28/10/05 53671.65 - - >21.05 - - 1
03/11/05 53677.65 - - >21.01 - - 1
30/11/05 53704.65 - - >21.05 - - 1
07/12/05 53711.57 - - >20.79 - - 1
26/12/05 53730.58 - - >20.54 - - 1
01/06/06 53887.94 - - >20.90 - - 1
19/06/06 53905.93 - - >19.73 - - 1
14/09/06 53992.81 - - >21.00 - - 1
22/09/06 54000.86 - - >21.17 - - 1
27/09/06 54005.71 - - >21.17 - - 1
17/10/06 54025.77 - - >21.06 - - 1
26/10/06 54034.63 - - >21.06 - - 1
14/11/06 54053.64 - - >21.08 - - 1
25/11/06 54064.61 - - >20.92 - - 1
10/12/06 54079.65 - - >20.87 - - 1
26/12/06 54095.59 - - >20.74 - - 1
16/01/07 54116.60 - - >20.57 - - 1
21/05/07 54241.95 - - >20.72 - - 1
26/05/07 54246.95 - - >20.78 - - 1
13/06/07 54264.92 - - >21.10 - - 1
20/06/07 54271.88 - - >20.95 - - 1
26/06/07 54277.91 - - >21.10 - - 1
10/09/07 54353.83 - - >21.09 - - 1
08/10/07 54381.68 - - >21.07 - - 1
19/10/07 54392.72 - - >21.03 - - 1
03/11/07 54407.73 - - >21.08 - - 1
09/11/07 54413.71 - - >21.09 - - 1
16/11/07 54420.64 - - >20.74 - - 1
20/12/07 54454.67 - - >20.26 - - 1
11/01/08 54476.58 - - >20.65 - - 1
13/06/08 54630.88 - - >21.08 - - 1
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
22/09/08 54731.84 - - >21.02 - - 1
06/10/08 54745.72 - - >21.07 - - 1
25/10/08 54764.65 - - >21.05 - - 1
01/11/08 54771.64 - - >21.06 - - 1
07/11/08 54777.62 - - >20.18 - - 1
02/12/08 54802.64 - - >20.98 - - 1
24/06/09 55006.92 - - - >20.96 - 2
25/06/09 55007.91 - - - >20.62 - 2
27/06/09 55009.90 - - - >20.26 - 2
05/07/09 55017.99 - - - >21.35 - 2
06/07/09 55018.89 - - - >20.03 - 2
08/07/09 55020.91 - - - >19.88 - 2
10/07/09 55022.90 - - - >20.85 - 2
15/07/09 55027.79 - - - >20.17 - 2
18/07/09 55030.92 - - - >20.32 - 2
20/07/09 55032.92 - - - >21.08 - 2
22/07/09 55034.92 - - - >20.75 - 2
24/07/09 55036.90 - - - >20.87 - 2
26/07/09 55038.81 - - - >20.23 - 2
27/07/09 55039.80 - - - >20.40 - 2
28/07/09 55040.94 - - - >20.52 - 2
30/07/09 55042.79 - - - >20.46 - 2
31/07/09 55043.75 - - - >20.20 - 2
31/07/09 55043.83 - - >20.96 - - 1
01/08/09 55044.88 - - - >21.90 - 2
02/08/09 55045.79 - - - >19.85 - 2
03/08/09 55046.85 - - - >20.95 - 2
04/08/09 55047.75 - - - >19.77 - 2
05/08/09 55048.72 - - - >19.26 - 2
06/08/09 55049.85 - - - >20.39 - 2
12/08/09 55055.81 - - - >20.91 - 2
13/08/09 55056.80 - - - >20.23 - 2
15/08/09 55058.82 - - - >19.99 - 2
16/08/09 55059.91 - - - >20.89 - 2
17/08/09 55060.74 - - - >20.04 - 2
17/08/09 55060.83 - - >21.38 - - 1
18/08/09 55061.84 - - - >20.75 - 2
19/08/09 55062.72 - - - >20.32 - 2
20/08/09 55063.73 - - - >20.92 - 2
21/08/09 55064.77 - - - >20.71 - 2
23/08/09 55066.79 - - - >20.88 - 2
24/08/09 55067.90 - - - >20.20 - 2
26/08/09 55069.68 - - - >20.18 - 2
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
27/08/09 55070.85 - - >21.33 - - 1
10/09/09 55084.70 - - - >20.88 - 2
14/09/09 55088.68 - - - >20.82 - 2
14/09/09 55088.79 - - >21.15 - - 1
19/09/09 55093.81 - - - >20.59 - 2
20/09/09 55094.76 - - - >21.06 - 2
21/09/09 55095.78 - - >21.16 - - 1
21/09/09 55095.82 - - - >20.97 - 2
22/09/09 55096.81 - - - >20.50 - 2
28/09/09 55102.71 - - >20.83 - - 1
16/10/09 55120.66 - - >21.25 - - 1
19/10/09 55123.65 - - - >21.02 - 2
25/10/09 55129.68 - - >20.58 - - 1
02/11/09 55137.67 - - - >20.83 - 2
07/11/09 55142.62 - - - >20.92 - 2
08/11/09 55143.64 - - >21.23 - - 1
17/11/09 55152.64 - - - >20.84 - 2
19/11/09 55154.64 - - >21.15 - - 1
03/12/09 55168.61 - - - >20.84 - 2
16/12/09 55181.58 - - - >21.19 - 2
18/12/09 55183.58 - - - >19.70 - 2
19/12/09 55184.62 - - >20.93 - - 1
18/05/10 55334.96 - - >20.44 - - 1
10/06/10 55357.95 - - >21.30 - - 1
18/06/10 55365.91 - - >21.31 - - 1
05/07/10 55382.88 - - >21.09 - - 1
10/08/10 55418.73 - - - >20.73 - 2
13/08/10 55421.86 - - - >20.87 - 2
16/08/10 55424.93 - - - >21.57 - 2
19/08/10 55427.91 - - - >21.06 - 2
29/08/10 55437.69 - - - >19.51 - 2
01/09/10 55440.89 - - - >21.32 - 2
04/09/10 55443.96 - - - >20.44 - 2
09/09/10 55448.78 - - - >20.14 - 2
13/09/10 55452.74 - - - >21.21 - 2
14/09/10 55454.48 - - - >20.32 - 3
17/09/10 55456.68 - - - >21.17 - 2
17/09/10 55456.74 - - >20.99 - - 1
20/09/10 55459.68 - - - >20.34 - 2
25/09/10 55464.74 - - - >20.42 - 2
29/09/10 55468.71 - - - >21.16 - 2
02/10/10 55471.73 - - - >21.77 - 2
07/10/10 55476.66 - - >21.36 - - 1
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
12/10/10 55481.63 - - >21.16 - - 1
30/10/10 55499.65 - - >21.06 - - 1
06/11/10 55506.66 - - >21.21 - - 1
13/11/10 55513.67 - - >21.07 - - 1
19/11/10 55519.67 - - - >20.96 - 2
26/11/10 55526.63 - - - >20.31 - 2
27/11/10 55527.62 - - - >20.99 - 2
30/11/10 55530.65 - - - >19.70 - 2
01/12/10 55531.65 - - - >19.97 - 2
02/12/10 55532.67 - - - >20.80 - 2
03/12/10 55533.57 - - >21.29 - - 1
05/12/10 55535.70 - - - >19.85 - 2
07/12/10 55537.63 - - - >20.30 - 2
08/12/10 55538.63 - - - >21.05 - 2
09/12/10 55539.67 - - - >21.00 - 2
09/01/11 55570.59 - - >21.03 - - 1
06/06/11 55718.91 - - >21.19 - - 1
22/07/11 55764.91 - - - >20.67 - 2
23/07/11 55765.89 - - - >20.64 - 2
24/07/11 55766.82 - - - >20.86 - 2
26/07/11 55768.79 - - - >19.77 - 2
27/07/11 55769.83 - - - >20.64 - 2
28/07/11 55770.78 - - - >20.16 - 2
29/07/11 55771.82 - - - >21.00 - 2
01/08/11 55774.79 - - - >20.54 - 2
02/08/11 55775.79 - - - >20.50 - 2
03/08/11 55776.76 >20.71 - - - - 2
04/08/11 55777.79 >21.04 - - - - 2
05/08/11 55778.88 >21.00 - - - - 2
06/08/11 55779.78 - - - >20.72 - 2
07/08/11 55780.74 - - - >20.48 - 2
09/08/11 55782.78 - - - >20.12 - 2
10/08/11 55783.74 - - - >20.02 - 2
11/08/11 55784.78 - - - >20.40 - 2
19/08/11 55792.72 - - - >19.88 - 2
20/08/11 55793.77 - - - >20.88 - 2
21/08/11 55794.79 - - - >21.27 - 2
23/08/11 55796.71 >20.65 - - - - 2
24/08/11 55797.78 >21.11 - - - - 2
25/08/11 55798.78 >20.91 - - - - 2
26/08/11 55799.76 >21.04 - - - - 2
27/08/11 55800.92 >21.33 - - - - 2
28/08/11 55801.99 >21.41 - - - - 2
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
30/08/11 55803.65 >20.36 - - - - 2
31/08/11 55804.68 >21.06 - - - - 2
01/09/11 55805.68 >20.81 - - - - 2
02/09/11 55806.69 >20.64 - - - - 2
03/09/11 55807.70 >20.82 - - - - 2
04/09/11 55808.76 >19.58 - - - - 2
05/09/11 55809.67 - - - >20.23 - 2
07/09/11 55811.67 - - - >19.67 - 2
08/09/11 55812.67 - - - >20.57 - 2
09/09/11 55813.67 - - - >20.24 - 2
15/09/11 55819.68 - - - >20.60 - 2
16/09/11 55820.66 - - - >20.65 - 2
17/09/11 55821.75 - - - >21.28 - 2
18/09/11 55822.74 - - - >20.72 - 2
19/09/11 55823.73 - - >21.19 - - 1
19/09/11 55823.75 - - - >20.35 - 2
20/09/11 55824.79 - - - >21.12 - 2
20/09/11 55825.42 - - - >20.01 - 4
21/09/11 55825.66 >21.05 - - - - 2
22/09/11 55826.66 >21.05 - - - - 2
23/09/11 55827.66 >21.09 - - - - 2
24/09/11 55828.75 >21.08 - - - - 2
25/09/11 55829.83 >20.95 - - - - 2
26/09/11 55830.83 >21.12 - - - - 2
27/09/11 55831.86 >20.99 - - - - 2
29/09/11 55833.79 >21.05 - - - - 2
30/09/11 55834.80 >20.94 - - - - 2
01/10/11 55836.42 - - - >19.92 - 4
01/10/11 55835.78 >21.05 - - - - 2
02/10/11 55836.66 >21.16 - - - - 2
03/10/11 55837.68 >20.62 - - - - 2
04/10/11 55838.64 - - - >20.65 - 2
15/10/11 55849.64 - - - >20.79 - 2
16/10/11 55850.64 - - - >21.04 - 2
17/10/11 55851.63 - - - >20.45 - 2
18/10/11 55852.65 - - - >21.16 - 2
18/10/11 55852.67 - - >21.33 - - 1
19/10/11 55853.63 - - - >20.71 - 2
20/10/11 55854.63 - - - >21.04 - 2
21/10/11 55855.64 >21.32 - - - - 2
22/10/11 55856.72 >21.22 - - - - 2
23/10/11 55857.74 >21.05 - - - - 2
24/10/11 55858.71 - - >21.42 - - 1
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
24/10/11 55858.74 >21.33 - - - - 2
25/10/11 55859.75 >21.11 - - - - 2
27/10/11 55861.66 >20.75 - - - - 2
28/10/11 55862.72 >20.90 - - - - 2
29/10/11 55863.72 >20.94 - - - - 2
30/10/11 55864.74 >21.15 - - - - 2
17/11/11 55883.30 - - - >19.87 - 4
03/01/12 55929.57 - - >20.71 - - 1
20/05/12 56067.95 - - >21.18 - - 1
27/05/12 56074.94 - - >21.34 - - 1
15/06/12 56093.91 - - >21.25 - - 1
21/06/12 56099.91 - - >21.33 - - 1
12/08/12 56151.60 - - - >19.64 - 4
25/08/12 56164.89 - - >21.79 - - 1
06/09/12 56177.50 - - - >19.83 - 4
16/09/12 56186.66 - - >20.98 - - 1
23/09/12 56193.81 - - >21.43 - - 1
04/10/12 56204.64 - - >21.52 - - 1
14/10/12 56214.64 - - >21.60 - - 1
20/10/12 56220.63 - - >21.58 - - 1
06/11/12 56237.65 - - >21.65 - - 1
06/01/13 56298.59 - - >21.55 - - 1
18/01/13 56310.59 - - >21.38 - - 1
08/06/13 56451.94 - - 19.850 (0.272) - - 1
16/06/13 56459.92 - - - 18.763 (0.087) - 2
17/06/13 56460.92 - - 19.465 (0.219) 18.704 (0.106) - 1,2
18/06/13 56461.92 - - - 18.679 (0.083) - 2
19/06/13 56462.91 - - - 18.671 (0.121) - 2
20/06/13 56463.91 - - - 18.640 (0.101) - 2
17/07/13 56490.56 - - - 18.315 (0.407) - 4
20/07/13 56493.61 - - - 18.378 (0.157) - 4
21/07/13 56494.58 - - - 18.416 (0.150) - 4
22/07/13 56496.10 - - - - 18.010 (0.159) 5
01/08/13 56506.47 - - - 18.539 (0.166) - 4
02/08/13 56506.54 - - - 18.558 (0.128) - 4
03/08/13 56508.48 - - 19.340 (0.063) 18.612 (0.080) 18.168 (0.062) 6
06/08/13 56511.48 - 21.468 (0.535) 19.649 (0.090) 18.759 (0.084) 18.327 (0.105) 6
07/08/13 56511.64 - - - - 18.373 (0.169) 5
11/08/13 56516.05 - - - - 18.656 (0.242) 5
13/08/13 56517.53 - - 20.123 (0.116) 19.364 (0.090) - 6
13/08/13 56518.19 - - - 19.396 (0.383) 18.913 (0.226) 5
20/08/13 56524.56 - 23.129 (0.481) 20.947 (0.137) 19.965 (0.095) 19.209 (0.062) 7
25/08/13 56529.52 - - 21.339 (0.247) 20.195 (0.283) 19.468 (0.206) 8
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Table 6. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 g B V R I
25/08/13 56530.49 - - 21.391 (0.420) 20.233 (0.227) 19.558 (0.170) 8
27/08/13 56531.53 - - 21.427 (0.251) 20.271 (0.333) 19.584 (0.102) 8
02/09/13 56537.88 - - - 20.661 (0.280) - 2
03/09/13 56538.84 - - 21.931 (0.304) - - 1
10/09/13 56545.85 - - - 21.023 (0.432) - 2
13/09/13 56549.48 - >21.41 22.426 (0.560) 21.364 (0.262) 20.346 (0.152) 6
15/09/13 56550.72 - - >21.63 - - 1
28/09/13 56563.84 - - >21.81 - - 1
07/10/13 56572.75 - - >21.97 - - 1
11/10/13 56577.50 - - 23.238 (0.128) 22.208 (0.089) 21.210 (0.053) 7
13/10/13 56578.62 - - >21.56 - - 1
22/10/13 56587.70 - - >21.69 - - 1
22/10/13 56587.73 - - - >20.95 - 2
23/10/13 56588.73 - - - >20.87 - 2
23/10/13† 56589.49 - 25.278 (0.197) 23.453 (0.224) 22.492 (0.062) 21.546 (0.261) 9
04/11/13 56600.67 - - - >21.18 - 2
04/11/13 56600.68 - - >21.61 - - 1
10/11/13 56606.64 - - - >20.65 - 2
14/11/13 56610.74 - - >20.94 - - 1
28/11/13† 56625.33 - 25.464 (0.319) 23.664 (0.353) 22.768 (0.122) 22.014 (0.421) 10
27/12/13 56654.24 - - - >22.64 >22.08 6
09/07/14 56847.81 - - - >20.83 - 2
11/09/14 56911.81 - - - >20.61 - 2
05/11/15† 57332.28 - - - >22.48 >22.42 6
08/11/15† 57335.28 - - - >21.61 - 6
18/11/15† 57345.22 - - - >21.26 - 6
03/12/15† 57360.27 - - - >22.06 - 6
24/06/16† 57563.51 - - - >21.08 - 6
04/08/16† 57604.56 - - - >22.07 - 6
05/12/16† 57728.29 - - - >21.54 - 6
06/12/16† 57729.38 - - - >21.59 - 6
08/10/17† 58035.34 - - - >20.77 - 11
18/12/17† 58106.29 - - - >20.14 - 11
19/12/17† 58107.27 - - - >19.31 - 11
Notes. 1 = 68/76cm CSS Schmidt Telescope + SI 600-277 CCD; 2 = 1.2m S. Oschin Telescope (PTF) + CHF12K CCD Mosaic; 3 = 0.51m Lotti Telescope (Monte Agliale Observatory) + SBIG
ST-9E CCD; 4 = 0.51m Lotti Telescope (Monte Agliale Observatory) + FLI 4710 Proline CCD; 5 = 0.41m Coral Towers Observatory + SBIG STL 6K CCD; 6 = 1.82m Ekar Copernico Telescope
+ AFOSC; 7 = 3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo + Dolores; 8 = 2m Liverpool Telescope + RATCam; 9 = 10.4m Gran Telescopio Canarias + OSIRIS; 10 = 4.2m William Herschel Telescope +
ACAM; 11 = Ekar 67/92cm Schmidt Telescope +Moravian G4-16000LC + KAF-16803 CCD.
Additional information: The g band observations are in the ABmag system, while Johnson-Cousins B,V,R, I data are Vegamag.
The CRTS/CSS unfiltered data were then reported to Johnson-Cousins V through a colour correction reported in Drake et al. (2013). † Sloan g, r and i observations, converted to Johnson-Cousins
B,V,R, I magnitudes using the relations from Jester et al. (2005).
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Table 7. Unpublished observations of M101-2015OT1.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 B V R u g r i z
31/05/10 55348.37 - - >19.76 - - - - - 1
10/03/11 55630.67 - - >19.20 - - - - - 2
17/04/11 55668.50 - - >19.02 - - - - - 2
05/05/11 55687.45 - - >19.29 - - - - - 3
18/05/11 55699.60 - - >18.81 - - - - - 3
22/06/11 55734.56 - >19.81 - - - - - - 4
04/08/11 55778.40 - >19.84 - - - - - - 5
29/08/11 55803.40 - >19.70 - - - - - - 4
01/09/11 55806.39 - >19.91 - - - - - - 4
15/11/11 55880.69 - >19.33 - - - - - - 6
31/12/11 55926.73 - >19.86 - - - - - - 4
15/01/12 55941.71 - >20.06 - - - - - - 4
29/03/12 56015.69 - - >18.83 - - - - - 2
17/07/12 56126.48 - - >18.33 - - - - - 3
22/07/12 56131.44 - - >18.07 - - - - - 3
25/07/12 56134.46 - - >17.93 - - - - - 3
27/07/12 56135.53 - - >17.94 - - - - - 3
27/07/12 56136.43 - - >17.87 - - - - - 3
01/08/12 56141.42 - - >18.23 - - - - - 3
05/09/12 56176.41 - - >18.28 - - - - - 3
29/10/12 56230.30 - >18.05 - - - - - - 3
19/02/13 56342.63 - - >18.03 - - - - - 7
15/03/13 56367.49 - 20.56 (0.36) - - - - - - 4
15/04/13 56398.42 - - >19.80 - - - - - 1
03/05/13 56416.50 - >19.00 - - - - - - 4
06/06/13 56450.35 - - >19.51 - - - - - 1
13/06/13 56457.36 - - >19.98 - - - - - 1
18/06/13 56462.38 - - >19.63 - - - - - 1
26/06/13 56470.49 - - >18.27 - - - - - 3
01/07/13 56475.50 - - >18.51 - - - - - 2
04/07/13 56477.40 - - >19.79 - - - - - 1
16/07/13 56490.36 - - >19.48 - - - - - 1
02/09/13 56538.37 - >19.65 - - - - - - 4
16/03/14 56733.38 - >18.27 - - - - - - 4
18/03/14 56734.56 - - >19.46 - - - - - 1
30/03/14 56747.48 - - >19.45 - - - - - 1
09/04/14 56757.42 - - >19.42 - - - - - 1
24/04/14 56771.58 - - 19.70 (0.47) - - - - - 1
04/05/14 56782.34 - - >19.45 - - - - - 1
10/05/14 56787.52 - - >19.29 - - - - - 1
24/05/14 56801.51 - - 19.53 (0.34) - - - - - 1
01/06/14 56809.58 - 19.23 (0.46) - - - - - - 4
07/06/14 56816.39 - - 19.21 (0.58) - - - - - 1
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Table 7. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 B V R u g r i z
02/07/14 56841.48 - - >18.93 - - - - - 8
06/07/14 56845.45 - - >17.97 - - - - - 8
07/08/14 56877.37 - >18.84 - - - - - - 4
20/09/14 56920.93 - - >18.42 - - - - - 9
26/09/14 56927.26 - 18.97 (0.41) - - - - - - 4
17/10/14 56948.25 - >18.94 - - - - - - 4
30/10/14 56961.24 - >19.12 - - - - - - 4
13/11/14 56975.34 - - 15.78 (0.06) - - - - - 9
06/12/14 56998.30 - - 17.40 (0.17) - - - - - 9
08/12/14 57000.32 - - 17.48 (0.16) - - - - - 9
18/12/14 57010.30 - - 17.69 (0.12) - - - - - 9
08/01/15 57030.71 - >17.12 - - - - - - 6
20/01/15 57043.30 - - 17.28 (0.13) - - - - - 9
31/01/15 57054.33 - - 17.15 (0.19) - - - - - 9
06/02/15 57060.27 - - 16.95 (0.11) - - - - - 9
09/02/15 57063.35 - - 16.86 (0.08) - - - - - 9
13/02/15 57067.35 - - 16.86 (0.06) - - - - - 9
18/02/15 57071.53 19.14 (0.08) 17.54 (0.02) - 20.02 (0.12) 18.47 (0.09) 17.02 (0.03) 16.64 (0.03) 16.48 (0.02) 10
18/02/15 57072.47 - 17.71 (0.07) - - - - - - 4
10/03/15 57092.43 - 18.16 (0.13) - - - - - - 4
11/03/15 57093.49 20.33 (0.07) 18.32 (0.02) - >19.60 19.23 (0.02) 17.79 (0.02) 17.29 (0.01) 16.98 (0.01) 10
13/03/15 57094.61 - - - - 19.25 (0.02) 17.81 (0.02) 17.32 (0.02) 17.06 (0.02) 10
19/03/15 57100.53 - 18.78 (0.05) - - 19.42 (0.04) 18.23 (0.04) 17.54 (0.03) 17.24 (0.03) 10
01/04/15 57113.61 20.93 (0.14) 19.34 (0.03) - - 20.06 (0.07) 18.78 (0.03) 18.25 (0.02) 17.75 (0.02) 10
12/04/15 57124.66 21.10 (0.04) 19.48 (0.03) - - 20.22 (0.03) 18.88 (0.02) 18.36 (0.03) 17.84 (0.03) 11
11/06/15 57184.59 - - - - - 19.55 (0.16) 18.71 (0.08) 18.03 (0.04) 10
20/07/15 57224.42 - - - - - - 19.54 (0.06) - 12
12/08/15 57247.34 >21.94 >22.37 - - - 21.73 (0.29) 20.04 (0.04) 18.99 (0.03) 10
25/01/17 57778.67 - >22.61 - - - >22.82 >22.62 >22.41 10
29/03/17 57841.58 - - - - - >20.97 - - 10
16/08/17 57982.32 - - - - - >22.41 - - 13
19/12/17 58106.92 - - - - - >19.92 - - 13
Notes. 1 = 0.51m Lotti Telescope (Monte Agliale Observatory) + FLI 4710 Proline CCD; 2 = 0.356m C14 Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre) + DTA KAF 0261 CCD; 3 = 0.356m C14
Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre) + DTA KAF 1001E CCD; 4 = 0.356m C14 Telescope (Monte Maggiore Observatory) + Starlight MX 916; 5 = 0.50m Helmut Ullrich Telescope (Col
Driuscié Observatory) + SBIG ST-8 3 CCD; 6 = 0.30m Vittorio Maioni Telescope (Col Driuscié Observatory) + SBIG ST-8 3 CCD; 7 = 0.254 Meade Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre)
+ DTA KAF 1600 CCD; 8 = 0.302 Meade Telescope (Lajatico Astronomical Centre) + SBIG ST-7 KAF 402 CCD; 9 = 0.30m Telescope at the Itagaki Astronomical Observatory + KAF-1001E
CCD; 10 = 1.82m Ekar Copernico Telescope + AFOSC; 11 = 2.56m Nordic Optical Telescope + ALFOSC; 12 = 10.4m Gran telescopio Canarias + OSIRIS; 13 = Ekar 67/92cm Schmidt Telescope
+Moravian G4-16000LC + KAF-16803 CCD.
Additional information: Unfiltered amateur dobservations are reported to Johnson-Cousins V or R band, depending on the wavelengths of the CCD quantum efficiency peaks.
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Table 9. Unpublished photometry of NGC5806-2014OT1 (SNhunt248).
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
17/03/09 54907.84 - >20.94 - - 1
20/03/09 54910.97 - - 21.29 (0.30) - 1
26/03/09 54916.80 - - 21.25 (0.38) - 1
27/03/09 54917.91 - - >20.66 - 1
28/03/09 54918.94 - - 21.25 (0.30) - 1
31/03/09 54921.89 - - 21.29 (0.24) - 1
01/04/09 54922.95 - - 21.30 (0.25) - 1
25/05/09 54976.78 - - >21.02 - 1
27/05/09 54978.70 - >20.82 - - 1
29/06/09 55011.72 - 21.27 (0.45) - - 1
04/07/09 55016.70 - >20.72 - - 1
08/07/09 55020.71 - >20.45 - - 1
13/07/09 55025.68 - >20.80 - - 1
17/07/09 55029.70 - >19.83 - - 1
21/07/09 55033.69 - 21.43 (0.43) - - 1
26/07/09 55038.67 - >21.05 - - 1
18/12/09 55184.05 - >20.04 - - 1
20/12/09 55186.06 - >20.29 - - 1
21/12/09 55187.03 - >20.07 - - 1
02/01/10 55199.04 - >20.22 - - 1
03/01/10 55200.02 - >21.05 - - 1
05/01/10 55202.05 - >20.44 - - 1
06/01/10 55203.03 - >20.62 - - 1
11/01/10 55207.99 - >20.82 - - 1
15/01/10 55212.04 - >20.77 - - 1
17/01/10 55213.99 - >19.56 - - 1
31/01/10 55227.94 - >20.96 - - 1
16/02/10 55244.03 - >21.36 - - 1
17/02/10 55244.87 - >20.56 - - 1
19/02/10 55246.98 - >21.27 - - 1
19/03/10 55274.90 - >20.34 - - 1
22/03/10 55277.89 - >21.02 - - 1
08/04/10 55294.98 - >20.36 - - 1
24/04/10 55310.87 - >21.43 - - 1
25/04/10 55311.92 - >21.40 - - 1
30/04/10 55316.81 - >20.62 - - 1
01/05/10 55317.86 - >21.20 - - 1
02/05/10 55318.91 - >20.87 - - 1
04/05/10 55320.70 - >21.02 - - 1
05/05/10 55321.75 - >21.47 - - 1
06/05/10 55322.90 - >20.98 - - 1
07/05/10 55323.85 - >21.35 - - 1
12/05/10 55328.92 - >19.52 - - 1
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
14/05/10 55330.69 - >20.89 - - 1
15/05/10 55331.75 - >21.43 - - 1
20/06/10 55367.71 - >21.42 - - 1
24/06/10 55371.69 - >21.65 - - 1
25/06/10 55372.69 - >21.62 - - 1
26/06/10 55373.70 - >21.30 - - 1
27/06/10 55374.72 - >21.57 - - 1
28/06/10 55375.72 - >21.54 - - 1
30/06/10 55377.68 - >21.78 - - 1
01/07/10 55378.68 - >21.43 - - 1
02/07/10 55379.68 - >18.02 - - 1
03/07/10 55380.69 - >21.28 - - 1
04/07/10 55381.74 - >21.37 - - 1
05/07/10 55382.75 - >21.51 - - 1
07/07/10 55384.68 - >21.87 - - 1
08/07/10 55385.68 - >21.24 - - 1
09/07/10 55386.69 - >21.53 - - 1
10/07/10 55387.75 - >19.49 - - 1
12/07/10 55389.69 - >21.44 - - 1
13/07/10 55390.70 - >21.54 - - 1
14/07/10 55391.71 - >21.71 - - 1
15/07/10 55392.70 - >21.46 - - 1
17/07/10 55394.71 - >21.46 - - 1
18/07/10 55395.71 - >21.64 - - 1
22/07/10 55399.69 - >21.61 - - 1
23/07/10 55400.69 - >21.13 - - 1
24/07/10 55401.72 - >21.27 - - 1
02/08/10 55410.68 - >21.60 - - 1
05/08/10 55413.67 - 20.53 (0.43) - - 1
06/08/10 55414.68 - >21.31 - - 1
08/08/10 55416.67 - >21.08 - - 1
11/08/10 55419.66 - >20.84 - - 1
12/08/10 55420.66 - >20.99 - - 1
14/08/10 55422.65 - >20.99 - - 1
01/01/11 55563.02 - - >20.55 - 1
05/01/11 55567.01 - - >20.16 - 1
06/01/11 55567.99 - - >19.47 - 1
08/01/11 55570.08 - >20.97 - - 1
10/01/11 55571.99 - - >19.95 - 1
14/01/11 55576.07 - >20.26 - - 1
15/01/11 55577.08 - >19.79 - - 1
16/01/11 55578.03 - >20.97 - - 1
18/01/11 55580.03 - >21.01 - - 1
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
21/01/11 55582.95 - >20.12 - - 1
22/01/11 55583.99 - >21.41 - - 1
25/01/11 55586.95 - >20.38 - - 1
29/01/11 55590.93 - >20.18 - - 1
30/01/11 55591.97 - >20.50 - - 1
01/02/11 55593.99 - >20.70 - - 1
04/02/11 55597.04 - - >20.45 - 1
05/02/11 55598.05 - 20.75 (0.39) - - 1
07/02/11 55600.07 - >20.44 - - 1
11/02/11 55603.92 - >19.78 - - 1
12/02/11 55604.96 - >20.12 - - 1
14/02/11 55607.05 - >21.24 - - 1
04/03/11 55624.98 - - >20.47 - 1
05/03/11 55625.88 - - >21.05 - 1
08/03/11 55629.00 - - >20.33 - 1
09/03/11 55629.95 - - >20.06 - 1
10/03/11 55630.90 - - >20.90 - 1
11/03/11 55631.81 - - >20.24 - 1
12/03/11 55632.81 - - >20.25 - 1
13/03/11 55633.81 - >19.94 - - 1
14/03/11 55634.90 - 20.88 (0.38) - - 1
15/03/11 55635.88 - 21.04 (0.39) - - 1
16/03/11 55636.85 - >20.66 - - 1
17/03/11 55637.80 - >20.37 - - 1
18/03/11 55638.83 - >19.45 - - 1
29/03/11 55649.78 - - >20.40 - 1
30/03/11 55650.83 - - >20.68 - 1
31/03/11 55651.85 - 20.53 (0.19) - - 1
01/04/11 55652.81 - 20.98 (0.29) - - 1
02/04/11 55653.78 - - 21.02 (0.40) - 1
03/04/11 55654.77 - - 20.81 (0.18) - 1
04/04/11 55655.90 - - 20.95 (0.34) - 1
05/04/11 55656.88 - - 21.15 (0.50) - 1
07/04/11 55658.75 - - >20.56 - 1
11/04/11 55662.84 - - >20.44 - 1
12/04/11 55663.77 - >21.18 - - 1
13/04/11 55664.96 - >21.11 - - 1
14/04/11 55665.99 - >20.80 - - 1
15/04/11 55666.95 - 21.34 (0.52) - - 1
16/04/11 55667.74 - >20.69 - - 1
17/04/11 55668.72 - >20.25 - - 1
23/04/11 55674.96 - >20.70 - - 1
27/04/11 55678.79 - >20.46 - - 1
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
29/04/11 55680.68 - >19.58 - - 1
30/04/11 55681.95 - >20.90 - - 1
01/05/11 55682.69 - >20.43 - - 1
02/05/11 55683.70 - >19.81 - - 1
04/05/11 55685.71 - - 20.71 (0.21) - 1
05/05/11 55686.66 - - 20.75 (0.33) - 1
06/05/11 55687.67 - - 21.12 (0.31) - 1
07/05/11 55688.77 - - >20.14 - 1
08/05/11 55689.79 - - >21.21 - 1
11/05/11 55692.80 - 20.78 (0.30) - - 1
12/05/11 55693.79 - >21.33 - - 1
14/05/11 55695.69 - >20.22 - - 1
15/05/11 55696.68 - >20.76 - - 1
21/05/11 55702.68 - >21.35 - - 1
22/05/11 55703.69 - >21.39 - - 1
25/05/11 55706.71 - >21.43 - - 1
28/05/11 55709.72 - >21.54 - - 1
31/05/11 55712.80 - - >21.45 - 1
01/06/11 55713.78 - - >21.05 - 1
02/06/11 55714.82 - - >20.94 - 1
03/06/11 55715.77 - - >20.56 - 1
04/06/11 55716.79 - - >20.95 - 1
05/06/11 55717.79 - - >20.54 - 1
07/06/11 55719.80 - - >20.78 - 1
08/06/11 55720.75 - - >21.20 - 1
09/06/11 55721.80 - >20.97 - - 1
11/06/11 55723.82 - >21.38 - - 1
18/06/11 55730.79 - >21.51 - - 1
19/06/11 55731.80 - >21.09 - - 1
21/06/11 55733.70 - >21.76 - - 1
22/06/11 55734.70 - >21.66 - - 1
23/06/11 55735.70 - >21.71 - - 1
24/06/11 55736.73 - - >21.00 - 1
25/06/11 55737.74 - - 21.49 (0.30) - 1
26/06/11 55738.71 - - 21.48 (0.31) - 1
28/06/11 55740.71 - - 21.47 (0.23) - 1
29/06/11 55741.72 - - 21.27 (0.23) - 1
30/06/11 55742.75 - - 21.22 (0.39) - 1
02/07/11 55744.72 - - 21.35 (0.27) - 1
05/07/11 55747.73 - - 21.46 (0.48) - 1
08/07/11 55750.70 - >21.27 - - 1
12/07/11 55754.70 - 21.02 (0.44) - - 1
13/07/11 55755.70 - >21.15 - - 1
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
15/07/11 55757.72 - >21.39 - - 1
16/07/11 55758.68 - >20.70 - - 1
17/07/11 55759.69 - >21.14 - - 1
19/07/11 55761.68 - >21.57 - - 1
21/07/11 55763.71 - >21.14 - - 1
23/07/11 55765.72 - >21.47 - - 1
26/07/11 55768.67 - >21.58 - - 1
28/07/11 55770.67 - >21.48 - - 1
30/07/11 55772.69 - >21.43 - - 1
01/08/11 55774.67 - 20.74 (0.32) - - 1
02/08/11 55775.67 - 20.89 (0.26) - - 1
07/12/11 55903.07 - >19.98 - - 1
09/12/11 55905.07 - >19.01 - - 1
10/12/11 55906.06 - >20.14 - - 1
27/12/11 55923.02 - 21.20 (0.25) - - 1
30/12/11 55926.01 - >20.72 - - 1
02/01/12 55929.00 - >20.36 - - 1
05/01/12 55932.00 - >19.08 - - 1
10/01/12 55936.98 - >20.25 - - 1
13/01/12 55939.98 - >19.32 - - 1
20/01/12 55947.03 - >20.10 - - 1
25/01/12 55952.03 - >20.29 - - 1
01/02/12 55959.00 - >20.67 - - 1
04/02/12 55962.00 - >20.27 - - 1
11/02/12 55968.96 - 21.31 (0.55) - - 1
18/02/12 55975.92 - >21.01 - - 1
21/02/12 55978.99 - >21.04 - - 1
24/02/12 55981.99 - >20.29 - - 1
03/03/12 55989.86 - >19.73 - - 1
14/03/12 56000.84 - >21.10 - - 1
20/03/12 56006.97 - >21.02 - - 1
22/03/12 56008.78 - >20.94 - - 1
27/03/12 56014.02 - >21.10 - - 1
13/03/13 56364.98 - >21.60 - - 1
15/03/13 56366.86 - >20.90 - - 1
16/03/13 56367.92 - >21.53 - - 1
18/03/13 56369.99 - 21.68 (0.36) - - 1
19/03/13 56370.87 - >20.36 - - 1
03/04/13 56385.99 - 21.27 (0.37) - - 1
04/04/13 56386.93 - >20.73 - - 1
07/04/13 56389.94 - >20.31 - - 1
10/04/13 56392.92 - >20.52 - - 1
11/04/13 56393.79 - >21.03 - - 1
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
14/04/13 56396.88 - >20.69 - - 1
22/04/13 56404.76 - 21.37 (0.37) - - 1
30/04/13 56412.84 - >21.38 - - 1
01/05/13 56413.86 - >20.32 - - 1
04/05/13 56416.73 - >21.15 - - 1
05/05/13 56417.84 - >19.92 - - 1
11/05/13 56423.73 - >21.38 - - 1
12/05/13 56424.73 - >21.14 - - 1
13/05/13 56425.82 - >21.37 - - 1
14/05/13 56426.67 - 21.16 (0.36) - - 1
15/05/13 56427.90 - >20.51 - - 1
16/05/13 56428.83 - >20.54 - - 1
17/05/13 56429.78 - >21.17 - - 1
19/05/13 56431.85 - 20.86 (0.24) - - 1
20/05/13 56432.68 - >21.38 - - 1
21/05/13 56433.72 - >21.16 - - 1
16/06/13 56459.74 - 21.78 (0.38) - - 1
17/06/13 56460.74 - 21.66 (0.49) - - 1
18/06/13 56461.73 - 21.79 (0.59) - - 1
06/03/14 56722.85 - >19.63 - - 1
08/03/14 56724.85 - 21.00 (0.33) - - 1
13/03/14 56729.83 - 20.74 (0.38) - - 1
30/03/14 56746.80 - >20.22 - - 1
04/04/14 56751.79 - 21.08 (0.50) - - 1
05/04/14 56752.79 - >20.97 - - 1
06/04/14 56753.93 - 20.97 (0.21) - - 1
19/04/14 56766.78 - >20.50 - - 1
20/04/14 56767.92 - 20.44 (0.20) - - 1
21/04/14 56768.93 - 20.49 (0.18) - - 1
30/04/14 56777.90 - >19.31 - - 1
01/05/14 56778.83 - 19.58 (0.15) - - 1
03/05/14 56780.92 - 19.81 (0.12) - - 1
04/05/14 56781.95 - 19.86 (0.19) - - 1
05/05/14 56782.96 - 20.36 (0.23) - - 1
09/05/14 56786.87 - 20.11 (0.18) - - 1
10/05/14 56787.86 - 19.98 (0.15) - - 1
11/05/14 56788.76 - >18.72 - - 1
12/05/14 56789.68 - 19.96 (0.39) - - 1
06/06/14 56814.73 - 18.55 (0.06) - - 1
07/06/14 56815.73 - 18.28 (0.05) - - 1
09/06/14 56817.77 - 17.79 (0.04) - - 1
10/06/14 56818.73 - 17.49 (0.05) - - 1
12/08/15 57247.32 - - - >21.60 2
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Table 9. continued.
Date Julian Date Optical Bands Tel.
dd/mm/yy +2400000 V R g r
25/01/17 57778.70 >21.54 - - >21.70 2
18/03/17† 57830.60 >18.03 - - >18.84 2
29/03/17 57841.54 - - - >22.32 2
Notes. 1 = 1.2m S. Oschin Telescope (PTF) + CHF12K CCD Mosaic; 2 = 1.82m Ekar Copernico Telescope + AFOSC.
Additional infomation: † Cloudy night.
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